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COMPLAI"T

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amended , (15 USe. 941 et seq. and by virtue of the authority vested
in it by said Act , the Federal Trade Commission ,

having reason to

believe that the corporation named as respondent in the caption hereof
and more particularly designated and described hereinafter , has
violated and is now violating the provisions of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , as amended , and it appearing to the Commis-

sion that a proceeding by it in respect thereof is in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint , stating the follmJ,.ring:
PARAGRAPH L For the purpose of this complaint the following
definitions shall apply:

(a) The terms " responclent " and " Peoples " refer to Peoples Drug
Stores , Inc. , a corporation , its subsidiaries , their officers , agents
representatives and employees.

(b) The term " shopping center " refers to a group of retail outlets
planned , developed and managed as a unit in relation to a trade area
\v hich the development is intended to serve , containing 200 000 square
feet or more of floor area designed for retail occupancy and providing
on- site parking in some definite relationship to the types and sizes of
stores in the development.
(c) The term " tenant " refers to any occupant or potential occupant of
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retail space in a shopping center , whether as lessee

or

owner of such

space.
(d) The term " drug store " refers to an establishment engaged in the
retail sale of prescription drugs and patent medicines and usually is

designated by the trade as a drug store. A drug store may carry a
number of other lines including, cosmetics , toiletries , tobacco and
novelty merchanclise ,

and may operate a socia fountain or lunch counter.
(e) The term " exclusive covenants " refers to terms in a lease which
provide that respondent shall be or shall have the right to be , thc only

drug store in a shopping center.
(f) The term " rights of first refusal" refers to terms in a lease v,rhich
provide thai respondent shall have the unconditional right to reject or
accept the opportunity to operate an additional drug store in a shopping

center where respondent already operates a drug store.
PAR. 2. Respondent is a corporation , organized , existing and doing
business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Maryland with
its principal office and place of business located at 6315 Bren :'al' Dr.
Alexandria , Virginia. entil October of 1974 , respondent s principal
place of business was located in the District of Columbia. Peoples is

engaged in the operation of a chain of drug stores through whollyoVl' necl subsidiaries , which are each named Peoples Service Drug
Stores , Inc. , except for a subsidiary in West Virginia which is named

Peoples Drug Stores , Inc. These subsidiaries are each incorporated in
one of the following States: Maryland , Virginia , Pennsylvania , North
Carolina , V'/est Virginia and Ohio.
PAR. 3. (a) In fiscal 1973 , Peoples was one of the largest drugstore

chains in the Eastern United States with sales in excess of $241 million
and 262 stores. Sites in shopping centers represent a substantial share

of the company s total sales volume.
(b) in fiscal 1972

, approximately fifty percent (50%) of Peoples ' drug

stores were located in the Washington , D. C.

Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area (SMSA). These stores accounted for approximately
thirty percent (30%) of the drug store sales in the Washin"lcon , D.
S:VISA. Peoples operates drug stores in thirteen (13) of the largest

shopping centers as well as a large number of other shopping centers in
the Washington , D. C SJ\SA. A substantial amount of Peoples retail
sales in the Washington , D. C. SJ\SA are derivcd from shopping center

stores.
PAR. 4. (a) In the course and conduct of its business , respondent has
engaged and is now engaged in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act. Respondent purchases for resale a

great variety of consumer products from a large number of suppliers
located throughout the Lnitec1 States. Ilesponclent causes these

'" * "'

'" '" *
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products , when purchased by it , to be transported from the place of
manufacture or purchase to its business establishments located in the
District of Columbia , Virginia , West Virginia , Pennsylvania , 1\orth
Carolina , Ohio and other States. Such products have been and are
advertised and offered for sale by respondent in newspapers circulated
among and between the several States of the Nation and the District of
Columbia.

(b) In the course of establishing its stores in shopping centers in the
District of Columbia and in the States of Virginia , I\'Iarylanc1 , West
Virginia , Pennsylvania , North Carolina and Ohio , respondent has

negotiated and executed lease agreements with developers. In the
negotiating and executing these leases , exchanges of

course of

information and communications have occurred between respondent in
the District of Columbia and developers in other States. Respondent
has also used the L nited States mails in enforcing or othenvise acting
with respect to its lease rights.
PAR. 5. Except to the extent that competition bas been hindered

frustrated and eliminated as set forth in this complaint , respondent , in

the course and conduct of its business of offering for sale and selling
pharmaceutical products , food products , prescription drugs , household
goods and apparel has been and is in substantial competition with other
corporations , individuals and partnerships in the retail sale of the same
or comparable brands of merchandise carried and sold by respondent.
PAR. 6. (a) In recent years , Peoples has entered into a substantial
number of lease agreements with shopping center developers for the

establishment of its drug stores in shopping centers. During the course
of negotiating such leases , the developers have acceded to respondent's
demands for exclusive covenants to protect it from actual and potential
competition.

Typical and ilustrative of said exclusive

covenants ,

but not all-

inclusive thereof , are the following:
Landlord ('ovenants and agrees that it shall not permit any other Tenant or occupant in
the shopping eentcl" to fill prescriptions or to operate a drug store during the term of this
Lease and any renewal thereof , or to operate any store whose primary purpose is the sale
. (a) Landlord ('()venants that it shall not
of vitamins , or drugs , or medicinal items
permit - any other tenant or occupant within the Shopping Centcr ,

or any expansion

. (b) In the event any other
thereof, to fill preseriptions or operate a drugstore
tenant or oecupant. in the Shopping Center "'C " fiUs prescriptions or operates a drug
store , the Landlord agrees to take fort.hwith all necessary legal steps to prevent surh use

and upon failure to do so Tenant shall be entitled * '" " to take such steps in the
LandiorcJ' s name and at the Landlord' s expense , and to dedud from rent thereafter
aCCl' uing

the Tenant s reasonable outlays and advanees in so doing.

(b) In other shopping center leases \vith shopping center developers
demands for restrictive

developers have acceded to respondent' s

'" '" .
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provisions which give Peoples " rights of first refusal" on placement of

another drug store in those shopping centers ,

thereby protecting

respondent from ac:ual and potential competition.

Typical and illustrative of sajd " rights

of first refusal

" but not all-

inclusive thereof , is the following:
If LCiudloni elects to lease additiu!lal premi.-es in tDe shopping center building,
for the purpose of cor, ductir,g therein the principal business of a retaii drug store. (sic)

Landlorrl shall offer such premises to Tenant upon the same terms and conditions as
contained in a bona fide offer made b)' a third party which is acceptable to Landlord.
Cpon receipt of such offer :rom Landlord , Tenant shan have thirty (: ()) days within
\,'hich to accept said offer and tJ"ln to enter a written Lease Agreement"'

(c) Additional restrictive provisions in Peoples ' leases with shopping
limit and restrict the types of goods

center developers further control ,

and services which ma y

be offered for sale by other tenants already

within a shopping center where Peoples is a tenant.

Typical and illustrative of said restrictive provisions , but not allinclusive thereof , are the following:
Witr, respect to the area leased to F. W, \Voolworth , Landlord shall be required
only to obtain a covenant from Wooh, orth tnat it will not fill prescriptions.

"' Penn Fruit COIY.pany - shall not trade under the name drug store nor fill drug
presc'liptions in the Camp Hill Shopping Center.-o long as Peoples Service Drug Stores
Inc. maint.air. s ami operates a drug store in the Camp Hill Shopping Center

(d) The aforesaid restrictions have been enforced or acted upon by
respondent and/or others to respondent s benefit.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid lease provisions and the rights , powers and
privileges thereby conferred on respondent as set forth in Paragraph
Six , have had and continue to have the tendency to restrain trade and
commerce. Included among the effects of such restraints are the

following:
(a) Excluding actual and potential competitors;

(b) Eestricting, hindering and coercing shopping center developers in
their choice of potential tenants in shopping centers;
(c) Restricting, hindering and coercing other tenants from sellng
certain products or offering certain services which are sold or offered

by respondent; and

(d) Denying the public the benefits of free competition.

PAR. 8. In the further course and conduct of its operation of drug
stores in shopping centers , respondent has communicated with

shopping center developers to effectuate the exclusion of other tenants

from shopping centers \vho sell goods and services also sold by
respondent. Hespondent has also communicated with shopping center
developers to preclude other tenants already doing business in
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shopping centers in \vhich respondent also operates a drug store , from

sellng some of the same goods and services also sold by respondent.
Such communications have had and continue to have the tendency to
exclude actual and potential competitors , restrict , hinder and coerce
shopping center developers in their choice of potential tenants in

shopping centers , restrict , hinder and coerce other tenants from selling
or offering for sale certain products and services which arc sold or

offered for sale by respondent and deny the public the benefits of free
competition.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid lease provisions , respondent' s acts , practices
and methods of competition in connection therewith , and the adverse

competitive effects resulting therefrom constitute unfair methods of
competition in commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISIO!' A

D ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof ,

and the respondent having been furnished with a copy of
complaint which the Washington , D.
Regional Offiee proposed to

present to the Commission for its consideration and \vhich , if issued by
the Commission , \vould charge respondent with violation of the Federal
Trade Commission Act; and

The respondent , its attorney and counsel for the Commission having

thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order ,

an

admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the complaint to issue herein , a statement that the signing of said

agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having

determined it had reason to believe that the respondent has violated
the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its charges in that

respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for a period of
sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the comments filed
thereafter pursuant to Section 2. 34 of its Rules ,

now in further

conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules
the Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes the following
jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:
1. Respondent Peoples Drug Stores , Inc. is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the Imvs of the State
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of Maryland , \vith its principal office and place of business located at
(,315 Bren :'Iar Dr. , Alexandria , Virginia.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER

F or purposes of this order , the following definitions shall apply:
(a) The terms " respondent" and " Peoples " refer to Peoples Drug
Stores , Inc. , a corporation , its successors , assigns , subsidiaries , divisions
and any other device , their officers , agents , representatives and

employees.
(b) The term " shopping center " refers to a group of retail outlets
planned , developed and managed as a unit in relation to a trade area
which the development is intended to serve , containing 200 000 square
feet or more of floor area designed for retail occupancy and providing
on- site parking in some definite relationship to the types and sizes of
stores in che development.

(c) The term " tenant " refers to any occupant or potential occupant of
retail space in a shopping center , whether as lessee or owner of such
space.
(d) The term " drugstore " refers to an establishment engaged in the
retail sale of prescription drugs and patent medicines and usually is
designated by the trade as a drugstore. A drugstore may carry a
number of other lines including, cosmetics , toiletries , tobacco and

novelty merchandise , and may operate a soda fountain or lunch counter.
(e) The term " rights of first refusal" refers to terms in a lease which
provide that respondent shall have the unconditional right to reject or
accept the opportunity to operate an additional drugstore in a shopping
center where respondent already operates a drugstore.

ordered That respondent directly or through any corporation
It
is
subsidiary, division or other device , do forthwith cease and desist from
making, carrying out , or enforcing, directly or indirectly, an agreement
or provision of an agreement which:

(1) givcs respondent the right to be the only drugstore in a shopping
center;
(2) gives respondent " rights of first refusal" in shopping centers;

(3) prohibits or in any manner controls the entrance of tenants into
shopping centers;
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(4) controls or restricts the business operations of other tenants in
shopping centers.

It is further orde1'

That respondent shall:

A. distribute a copy of this order to each of its operating divisions

and subsidiaries;
wIthin thirty (30) clays after service of this order upon

respondent , notify each shopping center developer or landlord of

shopping centers in which respondent operates a drugstore of this
order by providing each such developer or landlord with a copy of this
orcler by registered or certified mail;

C. within sixty (GO) days after service of this order upon respondent , file with the Commission a report showing the manner and form
in which it has complied and is complying with each and every specific
provision of this order; and
D. notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any
proposed change in the corporate respondent such as dissolution
assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor
corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other
change in the corporation which may affect compliance obligations
arising out of this order.
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Hegulation Rule on Sale of Franchises; anel failing to comply with the disclosure
requirement;: of Regulation Z of the Truth in Lending Act.
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COMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission ,

Cedar Homes ,

Inc.

having reason to believe that Lindal

, a corporation , and Sir Walter Lindal , individually

amI as a former officer of said corporation , hereinafter sometimes
referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , and the Trutb in Lending Act , and
that a proceeding in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues this complaint , stating its charges as follows:
COUNT I

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Lindal Cedar Homes , Inc. (hereinafter

Lindal , Inc. ) is a Washington corporation with its office and principal
place of business

located at 10411 Empire Way South ,

Seattle

Washington.
Hesponclent Sir Walter Lindal was the president and chairman of the
board of directors of the corporate respondent and he formulated

directed and controlled the policies , acts and practices of Lindal , Inc.

including those hereinafter set forth. He continues to have a substantial
ownership interest in the corporate respondent. His address is ;i764
W. I 7lst , Seattle , Washington.
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Allegations below stated in the present tense include the past tense.
PAR. 2. Respondents are engaged in the advertising, offering for sale
and sale of pre- cut wood builclings , and distributorships to sell pre- cut

\vood buildings. Linclal ,

Inc. reported 1974 sales of pre-cut wood

091,171 , and distributorship fees received as $64 725.
PAR. 3. Respondents ' acts and practices as hereinafter set forth are
in or affect commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
buildings as S8

Commission Act ,

as amended.

PAR. 4. In the course of their business , and for the purpose of

inducing the purchase of their pre- cut \vood buildings , respondents
promotional material , and other
means , make numerous statements and representations with respect to

through advertisements , brochures ,

their products. By and through

the use of such statements and

representations , respondents represent , directly or by implication , that:
A. Most persons can assemble a Lindal , Inc. pre- cut wood building

with litUe dif'iculty;
B. Because most Lindal ,

I nc. components are pre- cut

to exact

lengths and numbered for each assembly, a purchaser can save as much
as 75 percent in assembly time;
C A Lindal , Inc. pre- cut wood building can be erected to the
weatherproof stage in two to three weeks , or about one- fourth of the
time usually required for a conventional home.

PAR. 5. In truth and in fact:

A. In certain instances , purchasers have experienced difficulty in
assembling a Lindal , Inc. pre- cut wood building.

B. In certain instances ,

because of incomplete part numbering,

shortages and/or substitution of materials , purchasers , in assembling
Lindal , Inc. pre- cut wood buildings , have not saved as much as 75
percent in assembly time.

C. In

certain instances , because of incomplete part numbering,
shortages and/or substitution of materials , purchasers have been
unable to erect Lindal ,

Inc. pre- cut wood buildings to the weatherproof

stage in three weeks.

Therefore , the acts , practices and representations set forth in
Paragraphs Four and Five are false , misleading, deceptive and unfair in
violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 6. In the course of purchasing Lindal , Inc. pre- cut wood

buildings , purchasers reasonably believe that respondents will make
timely delivery of such bui1dings in a condition suitable for immediate
commencement of construction. In truth

and in fact ,

however

immediate commencement of construction of such buildings after the
scheduled delivery date is difficult or impossible because in certain
instances:
216- 969 O- LT - 77 - 2
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Lindal , Inc. has failed to make timely delivery of its products;
Lindal , Inc. has failed to make complete delivery of its products.

Furthermore , in certain instances , respondents have either failed to
correct such untimely or incomplete delivery or have corrected such
delivery only after protracted negotiations. Such acts and practices of

respondents have resulted in substantial expense , inconvenience , and
hardship to certain purchasers.
Therefore , said acts and practices are unfair in violation of Section 5
of tbe Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 7. In the course of their business respondents have used sales
and earnest money agreements which contain

7:nJer alia

the following

standard terms:

A. * * '" Purchaser accepts delivEry when the material is loaded on carrier at plant
and either the carrier or the Purchaser is responsible for any theft , fire or any damage by

any cause once the material leaves the plant.
B. The factory price entered above is based on current published price list and
specification ;:heet and is good for GO days from the date of this order. Should delivery
from the plant be after this period , the price and specifications will be aclju;:ted to those
then current.
C. This contract

contains the entire contract as between the parties and there are no

conditions , warranties or representations expressed or implied , statutory or otherwise
with respect to this contract or affecting the rights of the parties , other than as

specifically contained herein. :\ onesuch have been made by the Selier , its officers , or
agents , nor shall any agreement collateral hereto be binding upon the Seller unless it is
induded in the l:ontract in writing.

PAR. 8. In certain instances , the use of each of the aforesaid
provisions , in combination with the acts and practices of respondents , is
unfair to purchasers of Lindal , Inc. products in that:
A. The provision set forth in Paragraph Seven , subparagraph A
requires purchasers to accept the goods and pay the full purchase price

prior to any opportunity to inspect the goods. In certain instances when
purchasers have claimed that delivery was incomplete , respondents
have rejected their complaints on the basis that incomplete delivery

resulted from theft or damage after the goods were accepted by the
purchasers. When subsequent negotiations have failed to resolve the
disputes , certain claims have been abandoned by the purchasers due to
the cost ,

inconvenience and problems of proof associated with pursuing

such claims.

B. The provision set forth in Paragraph Seven , subparagraph H
permits respondents to adjust the purchase price to the price then
current if , after the contrad is made , delivery has not occurred within

sixty day.s. Prior to the signing of the contract . however , respondents
wood building package is presently in

represent that the pre- cut
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storage , or wil be packaged and ready for delivery within sixty days.
I\evertheless , when delivery does not occur within sixty days of the
contract date , respondents , in certain instances , have increased the

price to the new prevailing price for their product , if in fact a new
prevailing price is in existence. Such new prices are higher than
purchasers could reasonably have anticipated at the time the contract
\vas made. Thus , certain purchasers are forced to pay new ,

higher

contract prices set by respondents or forfeit part or all of the deposits
required by respondents.
C. The provision set forth in Paragraph Seven , subparagraph C
purports to legally exclude and disclaim all implied- in- Iaw warranties.
In truth and in fact , under the applicable law of several states in which
Lindal , Inc. buildings are sold at retail , such exclusions and disclaimers
are unenforceable. Therefore , this contract term has the tendency and

capacity to mislead purchasers as to their warranty rights.
Furthermore , the effect of the contract terms described

in Para-

graph Seven is not generally understandable to persons lacking legal
training. Therefore , certain purchasers believe they have waived

valuable remedial rights \vhen respondents use or require others to use
these terms in contracts for the purchase of Lindal , Inc. products. Thus
the use of the contract terms described in Paragraph Seven is unfair

deceptive and misleading in violation of Section;) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
PAR. 9. In the course of their business , respondents disseminate

certain advertisements and promotional material in a

continuing

program of recruiting distributors to sell products of Lindal , Inc.
Typical and ilustrative of the representations and statements appearing in such material , but not all inclusive thereof , are the following:

A distributorship in an average metro area of 300 000 should make its owner $,1)0 000
income during the second or at least third year. Double , or 3100 000 is also highly p'1ssibl
With a lesser effort and more leisurely life style , $25 000 is probable.
A Lindal distributor recently grossed SIStj OOO working one day a \veek. * * " by
putting in an extra day or two each \veek he could have grossed at least $300

000 , for an

income of well over $70 000.

PAR. 10. Through the use of such statements and representations
and others not specifically set out herein , respondents have represent, directly or by implication , that an average distributor can
reasonably expect to make a net profit between $25 000 and $100 000

after a few years of operation.

PAR. 11. In truth and in fact ,

at the time the representations were

made , respondents had no reasonable basis from which to conclude that

" "

" "
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an average distributor could reasonably expect to make a net profit
between $25 000 and $100 000 after a few years of operation.
Therefore , the acts , practices and representations set forth in
Paragraphs Nine , Ten and Eleven are false , misleading, deceptive and

unfair in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 12. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading
and deceptive statements and representations and the aforesaid unfair
and deceptive acts and practices have the tendency and capacity to
mislead and deceive members of the purchasing public into the
erroneous belief that those statements and representations are true

and complete and to induce substantial numbers of persons to purchase
products and distributorships from Lindal , Inc.
PAR. 1:1. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents are all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive

acts and practices in or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
COJ;NT II

Alleging violations of the Truth in Lending Act and the implementing regulation promulgated thereunder , and the Federal Trade

Commission Act , the allegations of Paragraphs One and Two above are
incorporated by reference in Count II as if fully set forth herein.
PAR. 14. Respondents , in the ordinary course of their business as
aforesaid , and particular1y between Ju1y 1972 and Decemher 1973 , as to
certain purchasers of Lindal , Inc. buildings , have regularly extended
consumer credit , as " consumer credit" is defined in Regulation Z , the
implementing regulation of the Truth in Lending Act , duly promulgated by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
PAR. 15. Subsequent to , July I , 1969 , in the ordinary course of their
business as aforesaid , and in connection with their credit sales ,

as

credit sale " is defined in Regulation Z , respondents have caused

purchasers to execute promissory notes of various types upon which

minimal consumer credit cost information

is set forth. In most
these

instances , respondents and their agents have not provided
purchasers with any other consumer credit cost disclosures.
By and through the use of such notes , respondents:

A. Failed to use the terms " cash price cash downpayment
unpaid balance of cash price unpaid balance " and " prepaid finance
charge " and have failed to give the corresponding disclosures with

those terms as required by Sections 226.8(c)(I), (2), (3),(5) and (6),
respectively, of Regulation Z.
Failed to use the term " amount financed" to describe the amount
of credit extended , as required by Section 226. 8(c)(7) of Regulation Z.

B.
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c. Failed to disclose the annual percentage rate computed in
accordance with Section 226. 5 of Regulation Z as required by Section

226. R(b)(2) of Regulation Z.

D. Failed to disclose the number , amounts and due dates or periods

of payments scheduled to repay the indebtedness , as required by

Section 226.R(b)(:J) of Regulation Z.
E. Failed ,

in some instances , \vhere a security interest \vas retained
connection with the credit sale , and

or acquired by respondents in

where a clear identification of the property to which the security

interest relates could be made on the note , to provide such identification as required by Section 226. 8(b)(5) of Regulation Z.

F. Failed to furnish to the purchaser a duplicate of the instrument

or other statement containing the disclosures prescribed by Section

226. 8 of Regulation Z ,

as required by Section 226. 8(a)

of Regulation Z.

PAR. 16. Pursuant to Section J03(q) of the Truth in Lending Act
respondents ' aforesaid failures to comply with the provisions of
Regulation Z constitute violations of that Act and , pursuant to Section
108 thereof , respondents have therehy violated the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The FederaJ Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Seatte Regional Office proposed
to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued
by the Commission ,

would charge respondents with violation of the

Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the
respondents of al1 the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid

draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for

settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission

by

respondents that the Jaw has been violated as al1eged in such complaint
and \vaivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

R uJes; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
dctermined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have

violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty clays ,

and having duJy considered the comments filed

thereafter pursuant to Section 2. 34 of its Rules ,

now in further
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conformity \vith the procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules
the Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes the follO\ving
jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:
A. Respondent Lindal Cedar Homes , Inc. is a Washington corporation with its office and principal place of business located at 10411

Empire Way South , Seattle , Washington.
Respondent Sir Walter Lindal was the president and chairman of the
board of directors of the corporate respondent , and he formulated
directed and controlled the policies , acts and practices of Lindal Cedar
Homes , Inc. , including those hereinafter set forth. He continues to have
a substantial ownership interest in the corporate respondent. His

address is :1764 S. W. I 7lst , Seattle , Washington.

B. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is

in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered

That respondents

Lindal Cedar Homes ,

Inc.

(hereinafter Lindal , Inc. ), a corporation , its successors and assigns , and
its officers; Sir Walter Lindal , individually and as a former officer of
Lindal , Inc. ; and respondents ' agents , representatives and employees
directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other

device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale or sale of
any building, in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from

making any representation in writing, orally, visually, or in any other
manner , directly or by implication , as to the ease , economy or time
involved in the construction of any building, unless at the time the
representation is made respondents:
A. Have a

reasonable basis for such representation based on a

statistically valid sample of those persons who have either purchased or
constructed Lindal , Inc. buildings; and
B. Make available to distributors of Lindal , Inc. products and to tbc
general public , at the point of retail sale , copies of a brief but
comprehensive statement of the substantiating material , in terms

understandable to the average consumer.
II.

It is fitrther ordered

That respondents ,

their successors and assigns

in connection with the advertising, offering for sale or sale of any
building do forthwith:
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A. Cease

and desist from disseminating, using, or causing others to

use , in any manner , any sales agreement , earnest money agreement , or

other contract which provides directly or indirectly, that:

1. The purchaser must accept or has accepted delivery of respon-

dents ' products prior to the time the purchaser has had an opportunity
to inspect the goods in a reasonable place ,

damages , defects and shortages.
2. The respondents may

time and manner for

increase the price of their product to a

price higher than the respondents ' prevailng price for like products.
3. Respondents disclaim liability for implied- in- law warranties

where such disclaimers are in contravention to applicable state laws.
B. Abide by, and inc1ude in all sales agreements , earnest money

agreements and other contracts which Lindal , Inc. distributes , uses , or
causes others to use ,

a term which has the following effect and none in

contradiction thereof:

The purchaser has the option to cancel the contraet and obtain a
, less costs for plans and engineering aetually

return of all deposits

incurred by respondents prior to cancellation ,
following circumstances occur:

should either of the

L If shipment of the ordered merehandise is not made within thirty
(30) days of the scheduled shipment date mutually agreed upon by the
respondents and the purchaser.
2. If respondents increase the price of their product to the

purchaser at any time after a contract for sale of the product has been
signed or otherwise consummated.
C. Maintain , abide by, and continue to provide a warranty to every
purchaser of their products , whether said purchasers buy directly from
respondents or from one of respondents ' distributors. Said warranty
shall be written and shall incorporate , but not necessarily be limited to
the following standards and terms , in language understandable to the
average purchaser:
L The identity and address of the warrantor.
2. The materiaJs ordered by the purchaser are warranted to be

delivered complete at the site designated by the purchaser for delivery.
The duration of this warranty sball in no event be less than 10 days

from the date when delivery is made at the designated site to the
purchaser or to his/her duly authorized agent. There shall be no

exceptions or exclusions to this warranty.
3. The materials ord.ered by the purchaser are warranted to be
delivered free from defects and of a kind and qua1ity designated or

specified in the contract of sale. The duration of this warranty shall in
no event be less than 150 days from the date when the purehaser
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receives the designated materials. There shall be no exceptions 01

exclusions to this warranty.
4. Tbe duties and responsibilities of claimant shall be limited to thE

filing \vith respondents of all claims under the \varranty in writing.
Respondents shall fully and conspicuously disclose the procedure which

the consumer should take in order to (a) obtain performance of any
obligation under the warranty; and (b) file a complaint with respondents regarding any failure to perform the alleged warranty obligations of respondents ,

in accordance with the procedures set out in

subsection (9), below.
5. All of respondents '

warranty service and replacement obligations

wil be perfOr:i1ed without charge to the purchaser.

6. All of respondents '

warranty service and replacement obligations
materials to the retail
purchaser shall be rendered by respondents , either directly or through
performed subsequent to the tender of the

their distributors or other third parties at the site of the materials.

7. Respondents shall ,

directly or through their distributors or other

third parties:

a. Respond to

notice of the need for warranty service or replace-

ment within a reasonable time not to exceed seven business days of

receipt of said notice by respondents; and
b. Complete said service or replacement covered by the warranty
within a reasonable time not to exceed forty- five calendar days

following said receipt of notice.
8. Respondents shall maintain full and adequate records which
disclose the date of receipt and the date of disposition of each request

for warranty service (including any refusal to accept a request and the
reason for such refusal) received by respondents.
9. Respondents shall , beginning within 120 days of the effective
date of the order , establish a uniform procedure for the systematic
receipt and analysis and fair disposition of all complaints or disputes

which may arise between purchasers of respondents ' products and
respondents or respondents ' distributors or other third parties

regarding any alleged failure of respondents to perform their warranty
o bJigations.

Such procedure shall incorporate but not necessarily be limited to:
a. Prompt evaluation and response by respondents to all complaints

within a reasonable time not to exceed seven business days after
receipt by respondents;
b. The designation of a single focal point within the corporation for
the receipt of said complaints;
c. An

effective mechanism for the fair and impartial resolution of
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3uch disputes by corporate level personnel not responsible for sales on
basis;

3. clay- to- day

d. An accurate and complete record keeping system regarding the

nature and disposition of all such disputes and complaints received by
respondents;
e. Periodic review and evaluation by respondents of the effective-

ness of such procedures and correction of such

procedures where

necessary.

10. Respondents shall disclose

to each retail purchascr of their

products , any delegation of warranty responsibility to distributors or
other third parties provided however that disclosure of said delegation
must be accompanied by the additional disclosure that such delegation
in no way relieves respondents of the ultimate responsibility to fulfill
all of respondents ' warranty obligations.
11. Respondents shall fully and conspicuously disclose that the

warranty provided for herein does not warrant the quality of the
construction of the building by respondents ' rlistributor or an;y other
contractor , unless such is the fact.

D. Require

each and every person , partnership or corporation

which now or at anytime in the future is licensed , franchised or in any
way authorized to sell or offer for sale Lindal , Inc. products , as a
condition of doing business with Lindal , Inc. , to sign an agreement
either at the time of' initial franchising or authorization , or at the time
of renewal of said franchise or authorization , which includes terms to
the following effect and none in contradiction thereof:
I. Distributor will comply with all local , State and Federal laws
with respect to the sale of Lindal , Inc. products.
2. Distributor wi1

utilize only written contracts in the sale of

Lindal , Inc. products. To this end , Lindal , Inc. will:
a. Provide each

disi:ributor with a form of saJes contract for use by

the distributor in sales to customers which shall comply with the
provisions of Parts ItA. ancllIB. of this order; and
b. Kat discourage , directly or indirectly, the use of this form by
distributors.
3. Distributor wil make all sales of Lindal , Inc. products so that its

customers acquire al1

rights in accordance with the Lindal , Inc.

warranty. To this end , distributor shall include tbe full text of the

Lindal , Inc. warranty as an express term of aU contracts for the sale of
Linda! , Inc. products.
4. Distributor acknO\vledges receipt of a copy of this order.

E. Enforce the agreement specified in Part II.D. of this order in the

follo\\'ing manner:
1. \Vhenevcr respondents receive information ,

directly or indirect-
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ly, that a distributor is not in compliance with said agreement

respondents shal1 immediately
compliance.

notify said distributor of his/her non-

distributor fails to cure said non- compliance within
30 days of receipt of respondentH ' notice of non- compliance , respondents shall terminate said distributor.
F. :vake contact with each distributor to whom responrlents may
2. \Vhenever a

have distributed sales and earnest money agreement forms which
contain the language stated in Paragraph Seven of the complaint , and
use their best efforts to obtain possession of such sales and earnest

money agreement forms from the distributors , and destroy such forms.
III.
It

is

further ordered That respondents ,

their successors and assigns

in connection with the advertising, offering for sale or sale of any
distributorship or franchise do forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Failing to furnish each prospective franchisee with thc folJowing

information in a legible , written document , at the earlier of the time
w hen the first pcrsonal meeting for tbe purpose of discussing the
possible sale of a franchise occurs between such prospective franchisee
and Lindal , Inc. (hereinafter " franchisor ) or its sales representative;
or at least fifteen business days prior to the execution by the

prospective franchisee of any franchise agreement or any other binding
obligation or the payment by the prospective franchisee of any
consideration in connection with the sale or proposed sale of a

franchise:
1. a. The trade name or trademark under which thc

franchisor and

the prospective franchisee wil be doing business;

b. The

official name and address and principal place of business of

the franchisor ,

the parent firm or holding company of the franchisor , if

any; and
c. All persons the franchisee is required or is suggested to do

business with by the franchisor which have a substantial connection
with the franchisor.

2. The business experience stated indivirlual1y of each of the

franchisor s directors and chief executive officers including the
biographical data concerning all such persons.
3. The business experience

of the franchisor , including the length of

time the franchisor has conducted a business of the type to be operated
by the franchisee; has granted franchises for such business; and has

granted franchises in other lines of business.
4. A certified balance sheet for the most recent year; a certified

profit and loss statement for the most recent three year period; and a

LI:\'
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statement of any material changes in the financial soundness of the
franchisor since the date of such financial statements.
G. Where such is the case , a statement that the franchisor or any of
its current directors or chief executive officers:
a. Has been helc1liablc in a civil action by final judgment , has been
convicted of a felony or has plead nolo contendere to a felony charge if
such felony or civil action involved fraud , embezzlement , fraudulent
conversion or misappropriation of property for the most recent seven

year period.
b. Is subject to any currently effective State or Federal agency
injunctive or restrictive order relating to or affecting franchise

activities or the franchisor/franchisee relationship.
c. Has filed in bankruptcy or has been associated as a director or
chief executive officer of any company that has filed bankruptcy or

reorganization proceedings for the most recent seven year period.
d. Has been a party to any cause of action brought by franchisees
against the franchisor since .January 1 , 1970 or for the most recent

seven year period ,

whichever is shorter , which resulted either in an out

of court settlement in excess of $1 000 or a jucJgment against the

franchisor.
6. A factual

description of the franchise offered to be sold.

7. a. A statement of the

total funds which must be paid by the

franchisee to the franchisor or to a person having a substantial
connection with the franchisor , in order to obtain or commence the
franchise operation , such as deposits , downpayments and fees.

b. If all or part of these fees or deposits are returnable under

certain conditions

, these conditions must be set forth; and if not

returnable such fact so disclosed.
8. A statement describing the recurring fees required to be paid , in

connection \vith carrying on the franchise business , by the franchisee to
the franchisor or to persons having a substantial connection with the

franchisor , including but not limited to
training, and sign rental fees.
9. A statement

royalty, lease , advertising,

disclosing:

a. The name and

address of all franchises and company- owned

outlets operating at the end of the last calendar year indicating which

units are company- owned outlets , and
b. The number of franchisees operating at the end of the last

calendar year who , during the last calendar year , purchased buildings
from Lindal , Inc. in the follO\ving total quantities:
(J to 2
11.

:1 to ;)
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iv.

9 to 15

more than 15

10. A statement describing any real estate , services ,

supplies

products , signs , fixtures , or equipment relating to the establishment or
the operation of the franchise business which the franchisee is required
to purchase , lease or rent directly or indirectly from the franchisor or
persons having substantial connection with the franchisor.

11. A description of the basis and the amount of any revenue or
other consideration to be received by the franchisor , or persons having
a substantial connection with the franchisor ,

from suppliers to the

prospective franchisee in consideration for goods or services required
or suggested to be purchased by the franchisee.
12. a. A statement of the terms and conditions of any financing

arrangement offered directly or indirectly by the franchisor or any
person having a substantial connection \vith the franchisor , and
b. A description of any payments received by the franchisor from
any person for the placement of financing with such person.
13. A statement whether , by the terms of the franchise agreement
or other device or practice ,

the franchisee is limited in the goods or
services he may offer for sale , or limited in the customers to whom he
may sell such goods or services.
14. A statement of the extent to \vhich the franchisor requires the
franchisee to participate personally in the direct operation of the

franchise.
15. A statement

disclosing:

a. The conditions and terms under which the franchisor allows the

franchisee to sell , lease , assign , or otherwise transfer his franchise , or

any interest therein , and
b. The amount of consideration which must be paid to the
franchisor for such sale , lease , assignment or transfer , if any.
16. A statement disclosing:
a. The conditions under which the franchise agreement may be

terminated by the franchisor , renewal may be refused , or the franchise
may be repurchased by the franchisor at its option;
b. The number , stated for each category, of franchises which \vere

terminated , renewal refused or repurchased during
calendar year and a complete explanation thereof; and
c. The

the preceding

conditions under which the franchise agreement may be

terminated by the franchisee and the number of franchises voluntarily

terminated by franchisees during the preceding calendar year.

17. If site selection is involvecl , a statement disclosing the range of
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betvv'€cn signing

of a franchise agreement and site selection. If, in addition , operating
units are to be provided , a statement disclosing the range of time that
has elapsed in the preceding calendar year between the signing of the
franchise agreement and opening of the franchise outlet.

18. If the franchisor offers a training program or informs the
prospective franchisee that it intends to provide him/her with training,
the franchisor must specify the specific type and nature of the training,

the number of hours or days of instruction , and the cost to the
franchisee , if any.
19. If a franchisor uses the name of a " public figure " in connection

with the recommendation of the franchise or as a part of the name of
the franchise operation , a statement disclosing:
a. The nature and extent of the public figure s involvement and
obligations to the franchisor , incJuding but not limited to the

promotional assistance the public figure wil provide to the franchisor
and to the franchisee;
b. Tbe total investment of the

public figure in the franchise

operation; and
c. The amount of any fees the franchisee will be obligated to pay for

such involvement and assistance provided by the public figure.
20. A statement explaining clearly the terms and conditions of any
covenant not to compete which a franchisee may be required to enter
into.

All of the foregoing information in Part IILA. L through 20. is to be
contained in a single disclosure statement , which shall not contain any
promotional claims or other information not required by this order or
required by State Jaw . This does not preclude franchisors from giving

explanatory data in separate literature so long as such

explanatory data

are not inconsistent with the disclosure statement required by this
order. This disclosure statement shall carry a distinctive and conspicuous cover sheet with the following notice (and no other) imprinted

thereon in boldface type of not less than 10 point size:
INFORMATI01' FOR PHOSPECTIVE FRA CHISEES REQUIRED BY
FEDERAL TRADE CO:'DIISSION

This information is provided for your own protection. It i;; in your best interest to
stud ). it carefully before making any commitment.
The information contained herein has not bef'n reviewed or approved by the Federal
Trade Commission. A false , inaccurate or incomplete statement may eonstitutf' a violation
of federal law ,

C. 20580.

and should be repurted to the Federal Trade Commission , Washington.
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B. Making any oral or written representation of a prospective
franchisee s potential sales , income , gross or net profit unless:
1. Such sales , income or profits are reasonably likely to be achieveci
by the person to \ hom the representation is made;
2. The basis and assumptions for such representation arc set forth
in detail;

3. Such representation and the

underlying data have been prepared

in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;
4. In immediate

conjunction therev.,rith , the following statement is

clearJy and conspicuously disclosecl;
THERE IS

NO

ASSL"RANCE THAT INCOME AND PROFIT PJWJECTIONS

WILL BE ATTAINED BY ANY SPECIFIC FRANCHISEE. THEY ARE
MERELY ESTDiATED. ; and
5. The amounts represented arc not in excess of sales , income or
profits actually achieved by existing franchises. If franchises have not
been in operation long enough to indicate what sales , income or profits

may result , then representations of such to a prospective franchisee are

prohibited.
C. Making any representation with respect to sales , income or
profits made by franchisees , unless such sales , income , or profit

amounts are reasonably likely to be achieved by the person to whom

the representation is made.

D. 1. 1-'aking any claim with respect to past or potential sales

profits or earnings in any advertising,

promotional material , or

discussion between a franchisor s representatives and prospl2ctive
franchisees , for which the franchisor does not have substantiation in its
possession , which substantiation shal1 be made avai1ab1e to prospective
franchisees or the Commission or its staff upon demand.
2. Making any claim or representation in advertising or promotional

material , or in any oral sales presentation , solicitation or discussion
between a franchisor s representatives and prospective franchisees
which is inconsistent with the information required to be disclosed by

this order.
Failing to furnish the prospective francbisee with a copy of the
completed franchise agreement proposed to be used at least fifteen
business days prior to the date the agreement is to be consummated.

F. Failing to return the funds or deposits in accordance with the

conditions stated pursuant to subparagraph (A)(7)(b) of this paragraph.

G. Failing to furnish the prospective franchisee with a copy of the

Federal Trade Commission s publication entitled " FTC

Buyer s Guide

, Franchise Business Hisks " at the earlier of the time:

1. When the first personal

meeting for the purpose of discussing

" "

),
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the possible sale of a franchise occurs between such prospective
franchisee and the franchisor or its sales representative; or
2. At least fifteen business days prior to the execution by the

prospective franchisee of any franchise agreement or any other binding

obligation , or the payment by the

prospective franchisee of any
consideration in connection with the sale or proposed sale of a

franchise. (A limited number of said publication may be obtained from
the Commission; printing or reproduction of said publication , however
shall be at the franchisor s expense.
IV.

It is further ordered

That respondents ,

their successors and assigns

in connection with any extension of consumer credit or any advel1;isement to aid , promote or assist directly or indirectly any extension of
consumer credit , as " consumer credit" and '/ advertisement" are defined

R. 9226) of the Truth in Lending Act (Pub. L.
15 USC, 91601 et seq. do forthwith cease and desist from:
A. Failing to use the terms I' cash price cash downpa.'iment
unpaid balance of cash price " and " pre- paid finance charge " and the

in Regulation Z (12 C,

90- 321 ,

corresponding disclosures with those terms as required by Sections

226. 8(c)(I), (2), (3), (5) and (6), respectively, of Regulation Z.

B. FaiJing to use the term '/ amount financed" to describe the

amount of credit extended , as required by Section 226, 8(c)(7) of

Regulation Z.

C. Failing to compute and disclose the annual percentage rate

accurately to the nearest quarter of one percent , as required by
Sections 226. 5(b) and 226. 8(b)(2)

of Regulation Z.

D. Failing to discJose the number , amounts and due dates or periods

of payments scheduled to repay the indebtedness , as required by
Section 226. 8(b)(8)

of Regulation Z.

E. Failing to describe or identify the type of security interest held

or to be retained or acquired by the creditor in connection with the

extention of credit , and to provide a clear identification of the property
to which the security interest relates as required by Section 226.8(b)(5)

of Regulation Z.

F. Failing to furnish to the customer , before the transaction is

consummated ,

a duplicate of the instrument or other statement

containing the disclosures prescribed by Section 226. 8
as required by Section 226. 8(a)

of Regulation Z

of Regulation Z.

G. Failing, in any consumer credit transaction or advertisement to
make all disclosures determined in accordance with Sections 226.4 and
226. 5 of Regulation Z , at the time and in the manner , form and amount
required by Sections 226.

226. 226.8 226. 9

and 226. 10

of Regulation Z.
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It is furlher ordered That respondents , at all times subsequent to th,
maintain complete records relative to the manne
and form of their compliance with each Part of this order during th(
date of this order ,

immediately preceding two- year

period. Such records shall include al

advertising, promotional literature , the basis for all applicable advertis
ing claims ,

correspondence with persons who formulate or placE

advertising, and other pertinent documents , and shall be made availabh
for inspection and photocopying by authorized representatives of thE
Federal Trade Commission upon reasonable notice at respondents

places of business or other properly designated location.
VI.
It
i8 furthe,- ordered That the corporate respondent shall forthwith
distribute a copy of this order to each of its officers and distributors

and to each agent ,

representative or employee who is engaged in the

preparation or placement of advertisements.
VII.
1 t is further ordered That in the event that the corporate respondent
merges with another corporation or transfers all or a substantial part

of its business or assets to any other corporation or to any other

persons , respondents shall require said successor or transferee to file
promptly with the Commission a written agreement to be bound by the
terms of this order.
VIII.
It is further ordered

That the corporate respondent notify the

Commission at least thirty days prior to any proposed change in said

respondent ,

such as dissolution

, assignment or sale resulting in the

emergence of' a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect

compliance obligations arising out of this order.
IX.

It .is further ordered That the individual respondent named herein
promptly notify the Commission of his affiliation with any business or
employment , in the event of such affiliation. Such notice shall include

his current business address and a statement as to the nature of the
business or employment in which he is engaged , as well as a description
of hi5 duties and responsibilities.
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It is fi'. Tthe,' Mdered That respondents shall , within sixty days after
service upon them of this order , file with the Commission a written
in
detail the manner and form of their compliance
report setting forth

with this order.
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II' THE

1'7 F.T.

:VIA TTER OF

WALKER- THOMAS FURNITURE CO. , INC. , ET AL.
SENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIOI\ ACT
Docket C- 2ii.'L

Complain

Jan.

1.9i(j- Deci8ioll ,

1.9i6

Jan.

, retailer of furniture , appliances , and
housewares , among other things to cease offering merchandise without
disclosing prior use; failing to honor guaranties and warranties; failing to disclose
cost terms; failing to deliver ordered merchandise; harassing delinquent debtors;
failing to maintain adequate records; and failing to make disclosures concerning

Consent order requiring a Washington , D.

the extension of consumer credit required by Rcgul3tion Z of the Truth in
Lending Act.

Appearances
For the Commission:

Gary M. Laden , Alan L. Cohen

Robe;' t L.

and

Patterson.
For the respondents:

Earl W. Kintner ,

Roland , A1' ent , Fox , Kintner , Plotkin
Pro las , Prolas ,

Kay, Goldberg, Spivok

Daniel

C.

8rnith

and

Kahn Washington , D.
P1'tas Bethesda , Md.

Ruth P.
Ha1TY

COMPLAIKT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amended , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the
Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that Wa1ker-

Thomas Furniture Co. Inc. , a corporation , and Ilobert Walker Thomas

and Percy Weinberg, individually and as officers of said corporation
hereinafter sometimes referred to as respondents ,

have violated the

provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest

hereby issues its complaint stating its charges

in that respect as

follows:
PARAGRAPH L Respondent Walker- Thomas Furniture Co. Inc. is a

corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the District of Columbia

with its principal offce and

place of business located at 102:), 31 7th St. , N.

, Washington ,

D.

Hespondents Robert Walker Thomas and Percy Weinberg are
individuals and officers of the corporate respondent. They formulate
direct and control the acts and practices of the corporate respondent
including the acts and practices hereinafter set forth. Their address is
the same as that of the corporate respondent.
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The aforesaid respondents cooperate and act together in carrying out
the acts and practices hereinafter set forth.
PAR, 2. Respondents are now , ano for some time last past have been

engaged in the offering for sale , sale , distribution and repairing of
furniture , appliances , housewares , and related products to the pu bUe at
retail. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents have
engaged in the extension of credit to customers through retail
installment contracts for the financing of items solo and repair services

rendered by respondents.

In the course and conduct of their business , respondents have also
engaged in the collection of debts incurred by respondents ' customers
in connection with said customers ' use of credit for the financing of
items sold and repaired by respondents.
Respondents maintain a group of salesmen who travel door- to- door
to the homes of respondents '

customers to sell furniture , appliances
house\vares , and related products. Respondents ' salesmen also function
as bil collectors , traveling door- to- door to the homes of respondents
customers to collect periodic payments due to respondents under retail

installment contracts executed between respondents and respondents
customers.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business , as aforesaid
and for some time last past have caused , their

respondents now cause ,

said merchandise , when sold , to be shipped from their place of business

in the District of Columbia to purchasers thereof located in various
States of the Cnited States and in the Distriet of Columbia , and
maintain
times mentioned herein have maintained , a

, and at all

affecting
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , as amended.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business , as aforesaid

substantial course of trade in said merchandise in or

respondents receive periodic payments from customers

who have

purchased merchandise from them under retail installment contracts.
In many instances , respondents ' customers make payments to respondents \vhich are insufficient , untimely or not otherwise fully in
compliance with the payments calJcd for by their retail installment

contracts. Respondents , through their salesmen and employees , accept
these partial payments , thereby representing, directly or by implication , that such payments \vi11 be cn dited to the customer s account.
Respondents then attempt to reject these payments by issuing a check
to the customer for the amount of his payment , the check made payable
to the customer and

\V

alker- Thomas as co- payees. This practice makes

it impossible for the customer to negotiate the check without \ValkerThomas ' endorsement. Respondents , therefore , attempt to both reject
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these payments and simultaneously retain use of the funds paid to
them by the customers \vithout crediting the customers ' account with
such payments. Such representations \vere false and misleading and
such a practice was and is confusing and misleading to respondents

customers and constitutes an unfair and deceptive act and practice.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their business , as aforesaid
respondents receive periodic cash or money order payments from

customers \vho have purchased merchandise from them pursuant to
retail installment contracts. In many instances , respondents do not
provide customers with a payment card or other record of the
customer s payments received by respondents , nor do they issue

receipts for these payments. The failure of respondents to issue such
payment cards or receipts denies the customers proof that such
payments were made , causes respondents ' customers to be unaware of
the status of their account at any given time , and prevents the

customers from keeping an accurate record of' their account \vith
respondents. Such a practice was and is confusing and misleading to

respondents ' customers ,
and practice.

and constitutes an unfair and deceptive act

PAR. G. In the course and conduct of their business ,

as aforesaid
respondents sell and deliver merchandise to their customers. In many

instances , this merchandise is returned to respondents , for various
reasons , after said merchandise has been left in the homes of customers

for periods up to as much as several weeks after the sale. Such
merchandise , in many instances , is returned to respondents ' inventory
and is intermingled with new merchandise in respondents ' inventory.
In intermingling respondents ' merchandise as aforesaid , said merchandise cannot thereafter accurately be identified or discerned as having
been previousJy sold to , left in the possession of , or used by previous
customers , and is sold as new merchandise \vithout any disclosure that
such merchandise has been or may have been previously sold to , left in
the possession of , or used by previous customers. The acts and
practices of respondents as alleged herein , including respondents

customers that
merchandise from such inventory has been , previously sold to , left in
the possession of , or used by previous customers , has the tendency and
capacity to mislead a substantial portion of respondents ' customers into

failure to disclose the material fact to prospective

the erroneous and mistaken belief that such merchandise is new , and
into the purchase of said merchandise by reason of such erroneous and
mistaken belief. Therefore , these acts and practices of responJents

incluJing respondents ' failure to disclose material facts as alleged

herein , \'v' ere and are unfair , false , misleading and deceptive.

PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of their business , as aforesaid

" * " * "
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respondents guarantee their merchandise ,

in writing, in the following

manner:
Televisions . lli- Fis , Stereos , Radios ,
Electrical AppUa' nces

Record Players; 1vl'sceUaneous

- 1 year

NE\V - Guarantee Picture Tube

,* .. 90 days All Plus gO

All other parts

Service
USED - Overall guarantee- gO

day Free

days

Washers , Refl'igeTatol's , Freezers:
- Washer Motor- I year
Icebox Motor - 5 years All Plus :30 day Free Service

NEW

All Parts - 90 days

CSED - Overall guarantee - 90 days

Fn:rnduJ' , I1on ejici' n1:sh7.:ng."

etc:

EW - Free from all manufacturers defects and delivery damage.
USED - As is only

ALL GVARA TEES INVALID IK CASE OF ABUSE OR DA:\IAGE BY
CCSTO:\IER

In many instances , respondents ' customers request respondents to
guarantee. Respondents
however , do not acknowledge many of these requests until after the
guarantee has expired. As a result , respondents effectuate the
repair merchandise stil under respondents '

requested repairs after the guarantee has expired and charge
customers for repairs which should have been covered by the
guarantee. Such practices \vere and are unfair , false , misleading and
deceptive.
PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of their business , as aforesaid
respondents guarantee their merchandise in the manner described in
Paragraph Seven of this complaint. Respondents , in many instances , do
not inform their customers of the existence of said guarantee.

Respondents ' customers , in many instances , are therefore unable to
assert their contractual rights pursuant to said guarantee. Thus , said
practice was and is unfair , misleading and deceptive , and respondents
failure to inform their customers of the existence of said guarantee
constitutes an omission of material fact.
PAR. 9. In the course and conduct of their

business and for the

purpose of indudng the sale of their merchandise , respondents , through
oral sales presentations by their salesmen to prospective purchasers

represent , directly or by implication , that:
1. Merchandise sold by respondents wil be deJivered to the
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customer free from damages or defects , or merchandise which
delivered to customers with damages or defects wil be repaired or
replaced to the satisfaction of the purchaser.
2. Merchandise which is delivered to customers \',rith damages or
defects \vi1 be repaired or replaced within a reasonable time.
PAR. 10. In truth and in fact ,

in many instances:

1. Merchandise sold by respondents

is delivered to customers with

damages and/or defects , and said merchandise

is not repaired or

replaced to the satisfaction of the customers.
2. Merchandise which

is delivered to customers with damages

and/or defects is not repaired or replaced within a reasonable time.

Therefore ,

the statements and representations as set forth in

Paragraph Nine were , and are , false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 11. In the course and conduct of their business , as aforesaid

respondents ' salesmen and employees solicit orders for merchandise in

the homes of respondents ' customers. In many instances , customers
order merchandise from respondents without knowing the exact cost of
the merchandise or the cost of the financing of said merchandise , or the
customers rely on the salesman s general representations as to price

and financing. In many instances , respondents do not inform the
customer of the exact cost of the merchandise or the cost of the
financing of said merchandise until after the merchandise is delivered.
These practices result in customers having merchandise delivered to
and placed within their homes , while subsequently discovering that the
prices and financing terms of said merchandise are more costly than
\vhat the customer had either reasonably anticipated or the salesmen

had represented. Thus , said practices were and are unfair ,

false

misleading and deceptive and the failure of respondents to inform their
customers of the cost of ordered merchandise and the financing terms
at the time that the merchandise is ordered constitutes an omission of

material facts.
PAR. 12. In the course and conduct of their business , as aforesaid
respondents so1icit orders for merchandise in the homes of respondents ' customers. In the course of such solicitation , respondents

salesmen and employees make representations to customers
various fea

about

ures and characteristics of merchandise which the customer

orders. In many instances , the actual merchandise delivered to the
customer by respondents does not contain the features and characteristics \vhich were represented by respondents ' salesmen and employees

at the time of the purchase. Therefore , such representations were and
are false , misleading, and deceptive.
PAR. 1:3. In the course and conduct of their business , as aforesaid
retai1 installment

respondents knowingly extend credit

through
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contracts to many low income customers who are living on fixed
incomes. In many instances , respondents ' customers do not fulfil their
contractual obligations to respondents because of, among other reasons
the failure of the merchandise purchased from respondents to properly
perform for the purpose for which the merchandise was intended to be

used , or the changing of circumstances affecting the customer s fixed
periodic

income which render him economically unabJe to meet the

payments called for by the retail installment contract. In many of these
instances , respondents utilize self- help repossession to take back the
merchandise , or coerce the customer into " voluntarily " turning in the
merchandise in exchange for respondents canceling the balance due on
the customer s account. Respondents repossess this merchandise ,

in

many instances , by removing the merchandise from a customer s home
when no adult is present , or intimidating the customer into believing
that the customer s only alternatives are to pay the full amount due on
his account or give up the merchandise without judicial process.
Respondents normally reselJ the merchandise which they pick up in
the manner

described in the above paragraph. In many instances

customers who have had their merchandise

repossessed or who

voluntarily " turn in their merchandise have paid a substantial amount
to respondents for the merchandise , and receive no benefit or refund
for the payments they have made when the merchandise is turned in.

In addition , any valid reason the customers have for nonpayment under

their retail installment contract can no longer be raised when the
merchandise is given up. Thus , the practices as alleged herein , and the

failure of respondents to give their customers a chance to raise valid
defenses or reasons for nonpayment , as well as the failure of

respondents to give their customers any credit or refund for equity
built up by their customers in the returned or repossessed merchandise , was and is an unfair practice.

PAR. 14. In the course and conduct of their business , as aforesaid
respondents engage in the collection of payments pursuant to debts
owed on retail installment contracts between respondents and their
customers. In the course and conduct of such collection , respondents
contact third parties , including but not limited to the employers

friends , and relatives of their customers. Such practices have the
capacity and tendency to coerce , pressure , and embarrass respondents
customers , thereby inducing them in many instances to make payments
to respondents. Therefore , the use by respondents of such acts and

practices was and is an unfair practice.

PAR. 15. In the course and conduct of their business , as aforesaid
respondents engage in the collection of payments pursuant to debts on

retail installment contracts between respondents and their customers.
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In the course and conduct of such collection , respondents :mlesmen and

employees harass customers owing money to respondents by repeated
phone calls and visits , often made early in the morning and late at
night. Such practices have the capacity and tendency to coerce
embarrass , pressure and inconvenience respondents ' customers , thereby inducing them in many instances to make payments to respondents.
Therefore , the use by respondents of such practices was and is an
unfair practice.

PAR. 16. The Federal Trade Commission , pursuant to the Federal
Trade Commission Act , as amended , 15 U. C. 941 et seq. and the

provisions of Subpart B ,

Part 1 of the Commission s Procedures and

Rules of Practice , 16 CF. R. 9LII

et se'!. has conducted a proceeding

for the promulgation of a trade regulation rule pertaining to a coolingoff period for door- to- door sales. Notice of this proceeding, including a

proposed rule , was published in the
Federal Register
on September 29
1970 (35 F. R. 15164). Interested parties were thercafter afforded
opportunity to participate in the proceeding through the submission of
written data ,

views , and arguments , and to appear and express their

views orally and to suggest amendments , revisions , and additions to the
proposed rule.
After it had considered suggestions , criticisms , objections , and other
pertinent information in the record , the Commission on February 17
1972 , published a revised proposed rule in a notice in the
Federal
Register

(37 F. R.

3551) extending an opportunity to interested parties

to submit data . views or arguments regarding the revised proposed

rule. A period of 30 days was allowed

for the submission of written

statements.

The Commission considered all matters of fact ,

la\v ,

policy and

discretion , including the data , views and arguments presented on the
record by interested parties in response to the notices , as prescribed by
law , and determined that the adoption of the trade regulation rule and

its statement of basis and purpose was in the public interest , and
accordingly promulgated the Trade Regulation Rule Concerning a
Cooling- Off Period for Door- To- Door Sales on October 18 ,

1972

effective June 7 1974 (16 CYK 9429.1).
PAR. 17. In the course of their business , as aforesaid , respondents
engage in door- to- door sales , as " c1oor- to- door sales " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Trade Regulation Rule entitled Cooling- Off
Period for Door- To- Door Sales , effective June 7 , 1974. In the course of
these door- to- door sales , subsequent to June 7 , 1974 , respondents do not
give their customers proper notice , as required by SeLtions (a) and (b)
of the rule

, of their right to rescind the contract within three business

days after the date of the transaction.
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PAR. 18. Respondents ' aforesaid violations of the Trade Regulation
Rule Concerning a Cooling- Off Period for Door- To- Door Sales
constitutes a violation of Sedion 5 of the Federal Trade Commission

Act.
PAR. 19. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business and at
a1l times mentioned herein , respondents have been , and now are , in
ubstantial competition , in commerce , with corporations , firms and

individuals engaged in the sale of merchandise of the same general kind
and nature as the aforesaid merchandise sold by the respondents.
PAR. 20. The use by respondents of the

aforesaid unfair ,

false

misleading and cleceptive statements , representations , acts and practices , and their failure to disclose material fads , as aforesaid , has had
and now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the

purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said

statements and representations

\vere and are true

and into the

purchase of substantial quantities of respondents ' products and

services by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief. These unfair
acts and practices also have the capacity and tendency to coerce

rcspondents customers into making payments of money to respondents.
PAR. 21. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein
a1leged , were and are a1l to the prejudice and injury of the public and of

respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfair
methods of competition in or affecting commerce and unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in or affecting commerce in violation of

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.
DECISION AKD ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Washington , D. C. Regional

Office proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which , if issued by the Commission , v,,ould charge respondents with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the

respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for

settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission

by

respondents that the Jaw has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and \vaivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

Rules; and
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The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have
violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its

charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days ,

now in furtber eonJ'ormity

with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its I ules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings
and enters the following order:

alker- Thomas Furniture Co. , Inc. is a corporation
1. Respondent
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the District of Columbia with

its principaJ office and place of

7th St. , XW. , Washin6rton , D.
Respondents Robert Walker- Thomas and Percy Weinberg are

business located at 102:1- 31

individuals and officers of the corporate respondent. They formulate
dirert and control the acts and practices of the corporate respondent
including the acts and practices hereinafter set forth. Their address is

the same as that of the corporate respondent.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER

For the purpose of this Order the following definitions shall apply:

A. RETAIL I

STALLMENT CONTRACT - is a written agreement

between respondents and a customer under \vhich respondents sell

merchandise to a customer while extending credit to said customer for
the purchase of said merchandise and retaining a security interest in

the merchandise. Such credit is extended on an installment basis
whereby respondents ' customers agree to make a specified number of
payments to respondents at specifiect time intervals to satisfy the
obligation.
B. P A YMEr-T - is

a periodic or installment payment due on a retail

installment contract. The term " payment" shall also include the tender
of a payment of money to

respondents by a customer to satisfy a

periodic or installment payment due under a retail installment contract
said tender of payment being insufficient , untimely or not otherwise

fully in compliance with the payments called for by said retail
installment contract.

C" Pi\ Y::EI\" T

respondents by

is a ledger or record of payments made to
respondents ' customers which is given by respondents
CARD -
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to their customers. This record of payments reflects both all payments
made to respondents by respondents ' customers as well as a running
balance of the customer s account revealing descending balances after

all customer payments and ascending balances

after all customer

purchases from respondents.
D. SELF- HELP REPOSSESSION
refers to respondents ' efforts to
retake merchandise sold to customers \vithout the use of judicial
process.
E. DEBT COLLECTION - refers to any activity other than use of the
judicial process which is intended to bring about or does bring about
repayment of all or part of a consumer debt , except:
a. inquiry to locate a consumer whose whereabouts are genuinely
unknown to the respondents; and/or

b. inquiry to determine the nature and extent of a consumer

\vages or property;
PTovided That , in these two instances , no specific mention is made of
the alleged indebtedness.

F. USED MERCHANDISE -

is any merchandise which has been

previously left in a customer s home or in a customer s possession or
has been previously used for the purposes for which it was intendecl.

G. FLOOR SAMPLE - is any merchandise that

merchandise and has been displayed for inspection

is not used

by prospective

purchasers at respondents ' retail outlets.

It 'is oTdered That respondents Walker- Thomas Furniture Co. , Inc. , a
corporation , its successors and assigns , and its officers , and Robert
Walkcr Thomas and Percy Weinberg, individually and as offcers of
said corporation , and respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or any

other device in connection with the repairing, offering for sale , sale and
distribution of furniture and appliances , or any other products or

services , and in connection with the collecting, attempting to collect , or
assisting in the col1ection of debts , or inducing, or attempting to induce
the payment of accounts , in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , do
forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Receiving any payment from a customer and returning said

payment to the customer in either the form of a check payable to the
customer and \V a1ker- Thomas as co- payees , or in any form which does

not give the customer full use of the rejected funds.
2. Failing

to either clearly accept or reject any payment tendered

by a customer to respondents.

)Ij
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3. Failing to credit customer accounts ,
c1a:ys after its receipt

within three ( i) business
, with any payment tendered by a customer to

respondents , if that payment is accepted by the respondents.
4. Failing to give a written receipt for any payment \\' hich is
tendered by a customer to respondents in a form other than a personal
check , if that payment is accepted by respondents. Such receipts shall
include the amount of the payment and must be given to the customer

pro/;ided , however

at the time the payment is made to the respondents;

that respondents may send such receipts by first class mail if the
payment is made by mail.

5. a. FaiJing

to deliver or mail ,

within three (; ) business clays of the

date of sale , a payment card to all customers who initially finance their
purchases from respondents uncleI' a retail instal1ment contract , anel

failing to record each subsequent purchase , along with the current
status of that account ,

on that payment card or a new payment card;

b. FaiJing to record on such payment card the amount of each
payment received from respondents ' customers at the time the

payment is made by the

customers;

pj'ovided ,

hO"veveT

that if

respondents ' customers do not make their payment card available upon
request at the time of each payment , or if respondents ' customers mail
in their payment without enclosing their payment card , respondents do
not have to record the amount of the payment on the customer

payment canl if they issue a receipt for that payment indicating the
amount of the payment and showing the current balance on that
customer s account after the payment.
6. a. Se1lng any used merchandise without first clearly and
conspicuously disclosing that such

merchandise is " used"

to any

prospective customer orally, on any contract for the subsequent sale of
that merchandise , and in a writing conspicuously attached to the

merchandise when it is displayed in respondents ' store.

b. Selling any floor sample \vithout clearly and conspicuously

disclosing that such merchandise is a floor sample to any prospective

customer orally, on any contract for the subsequent sale

of that

merchandise , and in a writing conspicuously attached to the merchandise \vhen it is displayed in respondents ' store.
The oral disclosures required by this Paragraph 11(6) must be made
prior to the prospective customer s signing a retail installment contract
for the merchandise.
7. Representing that any used merchandise or

floor sample is

neV.l

or misrepresenting, in any manner , the nature , extent or rlegree of
prior use of any merchandise offered for sale or sold by respondents.
8. Failing to maintain records \vhich wil sho'.\! the disposition of any
used merchandise or floor sample after said used merchandise has been

);),
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previously left in a customer s home or

in

a customer s

said floor sample has been displayed for inspection
retail outlets. These records shall include complete

possession , or
at respondents

records of any

subsequent sale of said merchandise.
9. Failing to promptly honor the terms of any guarantee or
warranty, both express and implied ,

given by respondents to their

customers , if respondents ' customers request service or repairs at any

time prior to the expiration of the \varranty or guarantee. The failure
of respondents to effectuate repairs or services prior to the expiration

of any warranty or guarantee shall not relieve the respondents of the
responsibility of honoring any request for such repairs or services
made prior to the expiration of said warranty or guarantee.
10. Failing to issue a copy of any guarantee or warranty given by
respondents to their customers at the time of each purchase by a

customer.
11. Failing to maintain adequate records of any inquiry, either

written or oral , made by respondents ' customers to any of respondents
agents or employees requesting repairs to merchandise sold by
respondents while such merchandise is still under respondents
\varranty or guarantee. Such records shall indicate the date on which

the request was made ,

the nature of the complaint and repair work

involved , and the date on which the repair \vas effectuated.
12. Accepting orders from customers for merchandise or arranging

delivery of merchandise to customers unless respondents first disclose
to the customer the following in writing:
a. the cash price of the merchandise , as " cash price " is defined in
Regulation Z (12 CF. R. 9226) of the Truth in Lending Act (Pub. L. 90-

:J21 , 15 U. C 91601
b. the amount of

et seq.

downpayment required;

c. the number , amount and due date or period of payments

scheduled to repay the indebtedness;
d. the amount of the finance charge , as " finance charge " is defined
in j(egulation Z (12 CF. R. 9226) of the Truth in Lending Act (Pub. L.
90- 321 15 U. C 91601 et seq.
e. the amount of the finance charge expressed as an annual
percentage rate , as " finance charge " and " annual percentage rate " arc
defined in Regulation Z (12 C.
(Pub. L. 90- 321 15 u.S. C. 91601

R. 9226) of the Truth in Lending Aet
et seq. and

f. the deferred payment price , as " deferred

payment price "

is

R. 9226) of the Truth in Lending Act
(Pub. L. 90- 321 15 USe. 91601 et seq. or the sum of aJl tbe payments.
. Delivering any merchandise to customers which is not what the
customer ordered or does not conform to the representations made by
defined in Hegulation Z (12 C.
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respondents ' salesmen and employees concerning said merchandise;
prom ded , hmvcuer that any nonconforming delivery of merchandise
which is made through mistake or inadvertence wil not be a violation
of this Paragraph 11(13) if respondents correct the mistake and deliver

conforming merchandise within seven (7) days after respondents are
notified by any customer of such nonconforming delivery.
14. Failing to comply with any and all
Trade Commission s Trade Regulation Rule concerning a

Periodfo)' Door- ta- Door Sales

(16 CF. R.

provisions of the Federal

9429. 1),

Cooling- Off
which are in effect on

the date this order becomes effective ,

and with any modifications or
changes in the aforesaid rule which may be made from time to time. A

copy of said rule shall be made a part of this order for purposes of
complying with Part IV of this order.
Provided , howe'uer That nothing contained in this order shall relieve
respondents of any

contractual obligations

respecting contracts

required by Federal law or the law of the jurisdiction in which the
contract is negotiated. When such obligations are inconsistent , respondents may apply to tbe Commission for relief from Paragraph II (14) of
this order with respect to contracts executed in the State in which such
different obligations are required.

15. Utilizing any self- help repossession of merchandise sold to any
of respondents ' customers unless respondents:
a. Orally

tell that customer who

has purchased the merchandise

(i. the person who has signed the contract for that merchandise), that
the merchandise cannot be taken back without the customer

permission; and
b. Immediately preceding any attempt to repossess merchandise
has purchased the merchandise with a

furnish that customer \v' ho

document containing only the fol1owing language appearing in the
following manner:
NOTICE - RI:AD THIS
By order of the Federal Trade Commission , Walker- Thomas Furniture Company
cannot take back any merchandise from you \vithout your written consent. If you wish to
have Walker- Thomas furniture Company take back any merchandise you have bought
from it , you mu;:t sign this paper. YOl: DO NOT HAVE TO SIGN THIS PAPER A:sLJ
YOU DO

OT ITA VE TO CO!\' SENT TO THE RETUIC, OF YOUR :V1ERCHAN-

DISE. If you have any problem with defective or damaged merchandise you have bought
from Walker- Thoma;:

tan Washington , D.

Furniture Company, call the Better Business Bureau of :\Ietropoli, 1111 E Street
Washington , D. , at :193- 8017. They can help

you solve your problem. If you have a dispute with Walker- Thomas cOTlcerning defective
or damaged merchandise , you have a right to submit your dispute for settlement
(arbitl. ation)

to the l3e:ter Business Bureau within one year

merchandise \\' as delivered

from the dHte your
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I consent to have Walker- Thomas Furniture Company take back merchandise I have

CNDERSTAKD THAT THEY CA;-NOT TAKE BACK THIS
MERCHMIDISE UNLESS I CONSENT TO IT.
bought from it. I

(dnte)

c. Obtain tbe signature of that customer

(UQ1Iie)

who has purchased the

merchandise from respondents on the document described in Para

graph II (l5)(b) of this order; and
d. iViaintain adequate records to indicate compliance with Paragraph II (l5)(c) of this order.

16. Utilizing any self- help

repossession or any attempt without

judicial process to take back merchandise sold to any of respondents
customers when such repossession or taking back is accomplished or
attempted through the use of any intimidation , deception , coercion
threats of any nature or any statements or conduct which give the

customer the impression that the merchandise can be repossessed

without the full consent of the customer.
17. a. Communicating or threatening to communicate , in the course
and conduct of debt collection , with the consumer s employer or any

agent of the employer or any other person not liable for the debt other
than the customer s spouse or attorney, exeept as permitted by order of
court.
b. Failing lo provide on the face of aJJ of its retail instaJJment

, with such conspicuousness and darity as is likely to be read
and understood by customers , that:

eon tracts

In the course of

collecting a debt , Walker- Thomas Furniture Company wi! not

communicate with or threaten to communicate with a customer s employer or any agent
of the employer or any other person not liable for the debt other than a customer s spouse
or attorney, except as permitted hy oroer of a court.

PTovided ,

howc-vcr

That should the Federal Trade Commission

promulgate a Trade Regulation Rule or Industry Guide concerning
Unfair Credit or Debt Collection Practices , then any pertinent less
comprehensive or less restrictive provisions of such Rule or Guide shall

automaticaJJy replace any comparable provisions of Paragraph II (17)
of this order when that rule or guide becomes final and effective.
1S. Communicating, in the eourse and conduct of debt collection
\vith any of respondents ' customers before 7:30 a. m. or after 9:00 p.
or making any visits or phone calls of a harassing nature including, but
not Ijmit d to , repeated visits or phone calls over unreasonably short
periods of time.
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It i8 further ordered That in addition to other rights given to a
customer pursuant to this order , if respondents and a customer are
A.

unable to agree upon a settlement of any controversy involving the

deliver:y or repair of any damaged or defective merchandise , or the
failure to replace or repair damaged or defective merchandise , then , at
the option of the customer , such customer shall have the right to submit
that controversy to an impartial arbitration procedure entailing no
mandatory administrative cost or filing fee to the customer , which shall
be conducted in accordance with the arbitration procedures annexed to
this order , as Appendix " " and the procedures for arbitration adopted
in Appendix " A" are to be considered as incorporateo within the terms
of this order.
B.

It

is

fUl'the)' ordrn'

That respondents comply \vith and abide by

any award or decision rendered pursuant to the arbitration procedures
of Paragraph III (A) of this order.

Furthermore , respondents shall not be entitled to prevent arbitration
pursuant to any provision of this order by reason of having obtained a

default judgment against any customer in any action for money or
property allegedly due the respondents or their assignees.
arises
defective
involving the delivery or repair of any damaged or
merchandise , or the failure to replace or repair damaged or defective
merchandise , respondents shall provide adequate notification to
customers of their right to submit such controversy to arbitration and
C.

It is further ordered

That at the time a controversy

that respondents also incorporate the following statement on the face

of all retail installment contracts with such conspicuousness and c1arity
as is likely to be read and understood by customers:

Any right or claim which you may have involving damaged or
defective merchandise you have bought from W alker Thomas Furniture Company may be settled , at your option , by arbitration conducted
by the Better Business Bureau and monitored by the Federal Trade

Commission. YOU HAVE THIS RIGHT TO ARBITRATIO:' ONLY IF YOU
REQCEST ARBITRATION WITHIN Q)JE YEAR FROM THE DATE THE
MERCHANDISE IS DELIVERED TO YOU. If you have any claims which you
want to be arbitrated or any questions about arbitration , call the Better
Business Bureau , 1111 E Street , N. , Wasbington , D. C. at ;39:J- 8017.
D.

It is furth.er ordered That whenever respondents are required

pursuant to the terms of this order to give Notiee of a customer s right
to arbitration , the notice must set forth the name , address and

telephone number of the arbitration tribunal and the manner in \vhjeh
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irbitration can be obtained. Respondents are authorized and directed
0 change the instructions , contained in the Notice set forth above in
"ragrapb III(C) of tbis order , as to how to secure arbitration if
;ircumstances require.
E.

It ( s

That one year after the service of this

further ordered

Jrder upon respondents , respondents may petition the Federal Trade
ommission to reopen these proceedings ,

he Commission s Rules of Practice ,

pursuant to Section

ffectiveness and/or fairness of the operation of Part
F.

72 of

for the purpose of reviewing the
III

of this order.

That Part III of this order shall not apply

It is fnrther QI'dered

to sales made by respondents prior to the date this order becomes final

and effective.

A.
It
is
further ordered That respondents deliver a copy of this
order to cease and desist to all present and future employees or other

persons engaged in the debt collection of respondents ' accounts and the
offering for sale , or sale ,

of respondents ' products , and secure from
each such employee or other person a signed statement acknowledging
receipt of said order.
B.

It is In tthet OIdered

That the respondent

corporation shall

forthwith distribute a copy of this order to each of its operating

divisions.
C.

It

is

furthwr ordn'

That respondents notify the Commission at

(:,0) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
least thirty

emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affed
compliance obligations arising out of the orcler.
D.
It is furtheT ordered That the inclividual respondents named

herein promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of their
present business or employment and of their affiliation \vith a new
business or employment. Such notice shall include respondents ' current

business address and a statement as to the nature of the business or
employment in which they are engaged as well as a description of their
duties and responsibilities.
E.
It is Intther otdered That the respondents herein shal1 within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with the

Commission a report , in \'vTiting, setting forth in detail the manner and

form in which they have complied with this order.
APPE:SOIX "
AGR.EEMENT OF PAR.TIES - The
215- 969 O- L': - 77 - 4

parties shall be dppmcd to have made these rules set
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forth herein in Appendix A a pal" t of their arbitration agreement. These ules and any

amendment thereof sha1l apply in the form obtaining :ot the time the arbitration is
initiated.
lNFOR).iAL MEDIATION PERHJD At its discretion the Better Business Bureau of
(hereinafter I' eferred to as the BBB), may attempt to
info I' m ally mediate any dispute between a customer and the respondents for a period of
Metropolitan \Vashington , D- C.

not more than 10 business days after the customer initially request.s the BBB t.o arbitrate
a dispute. If , after this 10 clay period , the dispute has not been resolved to the satisfaction
of both the respondents and the customer , the dispute wil be submitted to arbitration at
the ojJtion of the customer. The BBB is the t.ribunal which shall administer the arbitration
pmcess under these rules.
DEnNITJOKS -

A. Arbitration is the process by which two or more parties authorize an impartial
party or panel to resolve their dispute.
B. Consumer disputes (" dispute ) are any disagreement.s between respondents and
their customers involving the delivery 01' repair of any damaged or defective
merchandise , or the failure to replace or repair damaged 01' defective merchandise. These
disputes do not include fraud , criminal violations , demands for attorney fees , damages
from personal injury or other claims which go beyond the actual product or service
involved. Excluded also an' disputes which may not be arbitrated under the law. If
during the cours of any proceeding conducted pursuant to these rules , it appears to the
Arbitrat.or t.hat. the issues before him do not coincide wit.h t.his definition , he is authorized
to suspend the hearing permanently, narrow the issues to those which fall within this
definition , or take \vhatevE'r other action is deemed necessary.
C. Parties to arbitration are those persons necessary to resolve a dispute , usually the
respondents and their customers.
Arbitrator is the individual or panel which

makes the final decision or award.

APPUCABLE LA W - Hule 701 of the Civil Rules of the Superior Court of t.he District

of Columbia and other applicable iaws of the District of Columbia shall govern these
rules.
JNITIATJ:-G ARBITRATION -

If a customer notifies the BBB of an intention to submit a

dispute t.o arbitrat.ion , the BBB will send the customer a copy of these rules and will
obtain the customer s signature on an agreement , designated as an " Arbitration

arbitrat.ion. The BBB will also obtain the
the signature of their designated agent) on an agreement
designated as an " Arbitration Agreement," binding the respondents to arbitration. The
customer s request for arbitration shall include a statement setting forth the nature of
Agreement "
respondents '

the dispute ,

binding the customer to

signature

(or

the approximate amount involved , if any, and the remedy sougnt. The BBB

will t.hen transmit to the respondents the information summarizing the nature of t.he
dispute , the amount involved and the remedy sought. The respondf'nts will then have S
days to file an answering st.at.ement with the BBB. Failure of respondents to file an
answer or submit a signed " Arbitration Agreement " shall not operate to delay the
por, receipt of a iOigned arbitrat.ion agreement from thf' customer , the BBB
shall commence procedures to arbitrate the dispute pursuant to these Rules.
CHANGE OF CLAL\! - After filing or making a request for arbitration , if eit.her party
desires to make any new or different. claim , such claim shall be made in writing and filed
\vith the BBB , and a (:opy thereof snaIl be mailed to the other party who shall have a

arbitration. L;

period of seven days from the date of such mailing within which to file an answer with
the BBR. However , aft.el' the Arbitrator is appointed no ne\',- ' or different claim may be

submitted to him except with his consent
APPOL\' TME;'T Of ARBITH.ATOH. - The

BBB sha;l maintain a pool of volunteers from

WALKEH- THO:\lAS FUR 'ITURE CJ. , INC. , ET AL.
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which the Arbit!'tor shall be ,;elected . This pool of volunteen; should 1'el1e('t membership
of the total community. In all cases the Arbitrator or Arbitrators will be appointed

directly by the BBB no later than 7 days after the date upon which the customer submits
his signed Arbitration Agreement.
DISCLOSURE BY ARBJTRATORS; F'ILLI::G VACA::ClES - Any per.son selected to sel' ve

a.s

an Arbitrator shall divulge , in his signed acceptance of appointment , any financial

competitive , profes;;lonal , family, Of social relationship, i1Owevu' remote , with the Parties
to the dispute or disputes he is assigned to arbitrate. All doubts should be resolved in

favor of disclosure. Any such disclosures shall be transmitted to the BBB which shall
provide them to the Parties with a waiver/objection form. If a Party objects 01' if an
Arbitrator is unable or unwilling to serve , the HHB may in its discretion select or appoint
a replacement. In any event , no person shall sel' ve as an Arbitratm' in any 8l'bitration if

he has any financial or personal interest in the result of the arbitration , unles;; the parties
in writing, waive such disqualification.
NUMBER OF ARBITRATORS - In all ca;;es there shall be one Arbitrator unles;; both
parties or the BEE specify three Arbitl' ators. If the arbitration agreements submitted by
both parties do not hoth specify three Arbitrators , the dispute shall be heard and
determineci by one Arbitrator , unless the BBB , in its discretion , directs that a greate!"
number of Arbitrators
be appointed , in which case , the BBB shall appoint the additional
arbitrators.
VACANCIES - If any Arbitrators should resign , die , withdraw , refuse , be disqualified
or be unable to perform the duties of his office , the BBB may, on proof satisfactory to it

declare the offce vacant. Vacancies shall be filled in accordance with the applicable
provisions of these rules and the matter shall be reheard unless the parties shall agree
otherwise.
FACILITIES AND COSTS - Facilities for the holding of hearings and maintenance of
records shall be provided by the BBR. All normal and reasonable co.sts of obtaining

services of expert witnesses and testing laboratories are to be borne by the BBB , with

extraordinary costs , as determined by the Arbitrator , assessed equitably between the
Parties. Costs of stenographic services , record of proceedings , anci individual witnesses
shall be borne by the requesting Party.
COMMCNICATION A:\D SERVI:"' G OF NOTICES - - All correspondence should be sent by
certified mail to the BBB. There shall be no direct communication between the Parties
and the Arbitrator regarding the di"pute , except at the hearing and in the presence of the
other Party, or with the other Party s written permission. All correspondence from the
Parties to the Arbitrator and vice- versa

shall be sent through the BBB. Any Party

agreeing to arbitration pursuant to these rules shall be deemed to have consented that
any notices or othel' communication relevant to arbitration proceedings may be served by
registered mail addressed to the Party or his attorney at his last known address
NOTICE OF APPOJNTME:\T - :\otice of Appointment shall be mailed to the Arbitrator
by the BBB along with a copy of these rules. The signed appointment form together with
disclosures of any relationships to Parties shall be filed with the BBB prior to the opening
of the fir;;t hearing
REPRESENTATIO:"' BY COUNSEL A Party may represent himself or name any persall
not necessarily an attorney, to act as his spokesman at an arbitl' ation hearing. Choosing a
non- lawyer does not constitute waiver of right to legal coun;;el. If an attorney is selected
however . the RBB should be furnished his name and address at least 5 days prior to the
date of the proceeding

so

that this information can be forv.' an!ed

to the opposing Party.

Upon appointment of an Arbitrator
the BBR shall , within three days , establish a date , time and place fOf the oral hearing,
with due reg-ard for the convenience of the Parties and with the agreement of the
IJEARI:"' G DATES: NOTICE; V.' AIVF:R OF NOTICE -

Arbitrator. This hearing, if at all possihle ,

sha1l be held v,'ithin ten (10) days of the
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appointment of the arbitrator. Once detel' mined . this information shall be communicate(:
to the Parties ' " l'egi.stered mail at least seven (7) days in advance of the date set for th"

hearing, utilizing the :\ ot.ice of Hearing Form. Parties objecting to the date , time 01
location designated sna;; within three (;-3) da)' s of receipt of notice . notify the BBB orally
or in writing or otherwise be deemed to have waiver! snch ohjections. Appearance of the
Party at hearings shall automat.ic8Ly constitute wain' )'
1:-' SPFCTlON

BY ARHITRATOH. - -

of notice.

At any time prior to the close

of the heal'ing, the

Arbitnitor "hall. if at. all possible , arrange for the inspection of the merchandise involvNJ
;1t ,be l' quest of either party. If the inspection is to 'oe conducted separately from the
euir:g, the 13BR sh81l

pro\'ic1e notice to tr. (' Parties and invite their presence. If a Party

cannot attend the inspection ,

the Arbitrator shall make a \vritten or vel' bal

report to the

;)arties and shall afford t.hem the opportunity to comment upon the ob ervations made
therein.

The

BBB shall aiso arrange for the presence uf a tecnnical expert at the

inspection at the discretion of the Arbitrator If possible .

inspections should be conducted

prior to t)w hearing
LABORATORY TESTS , EXPF:RT OPIJ\IONS - The Arbitrator may require the submission

of any al, tide in dispute to an independent testing lahoratory for examination and
analysis or may engage the service; of an independent . impartia: expert to inspect and
analyze the al, tide

or premises in question. The reasonable and ordinary costs .

such services are to be borne by the 138B ,

if any, of
which will transmit the opinions rendered by

the lahorat.ory or expert to the Arbitrator .

with a copy to the parties , as soon as

practicable. Such opinions shall be part of t.he evidence given at the hearing or providt'j
to the Parties as soon as possible prior to the close of the hearing ami prior to any Av.' an!
ATTL\' DA:-CE AT PROCEEDIJ\GS - Unless otherwise agreed by the Parties in writing,
only th() e persons party to or having a direct interest in the dispute al' e entitled to
attend hearings. TrlC Arbit.l' ator shall have the discretion to require any witness to absent

himself from the hearing room when t.he Arbitrator deems his presence to be
unnecessary or undt'sirablc. Represent.atives of the Council of Detter Business Bureaus
, D. , and of the Fedt'ral Trade Commission shall
Inc. , BBB of T\letropolitan Washing'
be permitted to attend selected arbitration proceedings for the purposes of monitoring

,ne administration of the program set forth herein , provided that th,' se represent.atives
shali preserve the confidentiality of the proceedings.
ABSENCE OF A PARTY - Arbitrat.ion hr,arings may proceed in the absel1re of any Party
who , after due notice of the hearing. fails to appear . but such absence shall not be the
basis fo!' a default judgment. Rather . the attending Party shall submit evidence and the
Arbitrator may n:nder an Award based thereon. The non- attending Part.y shall have the
right to
uumit t'vidence in writing wit.hin a reasonable time , to be set by the Arbitrator.
TRA?\SCR1PT OF IJEARI?\G -

The BBB shall provide stenographic services or

otherwise record tne proceedings upon the request of any Party;

the co

fJ),I.'lded , however that

t of such services be borne by the requesting Party and that all Parties be

provided :-ctCSS to such record. A tapc recording of the hearing or any portion thereof

equired by the Arbitrator and any (' ost. thereof shall be horne by the BBB. If any
be
Party brings his own means of recording the proceedings to the hcaring. the HBB shall
record the proceedings for its files. In all caSt' , thc Arbitrator shall see tnat a Record of

may

Hearing Form i" completed at tilt dose of each hearing
I?\TERPH.ETERS - The

BBB shall provide witnout cost an interpreter when any Part)

expresses the need for such and when t.he Aroitrator dt-' ems its necessary.

OATHS - The Arbit.rator , the Parties . anti any witnesses at a hearing shall be placed
under oath

ORDEH or PH.OCF.F:DI?\GS AT Tin: HEARING -

A. After t

e oaths al' C admin:s,ered , the customer shall summarize his position or the

WALKER- THOMAS FCRNITCRE CO. , INC. , ET AI.
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stating- briefly what I'did

he

is seeking. The respondents shall then present a

;;ummary of theil' position and relief sought.
B. The customer shall next present his claim , evidence and witnesses , if any, anrl
,ubmit to questions from the Arbitrator. The respondents shalJ then do likewise. Parties

may cross- examine
C. Following the presentation of e\'idence , each Party shan briefly summarize his

position , relating his daims to the proofs and test.ilr. ony presented.
D. Tr. e order of proceedings mOl:;, vary at the discretion of the AI'bitl' ator in order to

Hs"ure that full opportunity is given each Party to present all evidence necessarj' for a
(lecision
E. The Arbitrator

shaJJ declare the hem'ir:gs closed if no Party hai: further evidence

to offer 01' \vitnesses t.o pl" esent. Howevel' , before closing the hearing the Arbitrator shall
speeificall y inquire of all the part.ies whether they have further proofs to offer or

witnesses to be heard. Upon receiving negative repJies , the Arbitrators shall declare the
hearings closed.
F. Exhibits , when offered by either party, may be received in evidence by the
Arbitrator.
The name:, and addresses of all witnesses and exhibit.' in order received shall be
entered into a " Record of Hearing " form and thereby made a part of the reconl.
A OJ\ 1 SSIO;- OF EVInF:;.CE - The Arbitrator shall judge the reJevancy of the evidence

and may I' equest additional evidence from eit.her Party. He may refuse to admit evidence
deemed irrelevant , stating reasons therefor. Conformity to leg-al rules of evidence shall

not be necessary. All evidence shall be taken in the presence of aU the Arbitrators and of
all the parties , except. whel' e any of the parties is absent. in default or has waived his right
to be present.
ADDlTlO;-AL PARTIES - In resoJving- any consumer dispute where someone other than
the respondents and customer is necess:Hy to resolve all issues , and where such person

has agreed to the iS5ues presented and to be bound by arbitration , the Arbitrator shall
came him a Party to the dispute and have compJete discretion to include such Party in the
pl" oceedings.
ADJOURNMENTS - The Arbitrator may adjourn the prol:eedings upon the request of a
Party or his own mot.ion.

submitted to an arbitration panel shan
including procedural questions and isslles relating to the
A ward. The decision of the majority shall be deemed to be the decision of all members of
MI:TIIOD (H' DECI::ION - All matters of concern

be settled by a majority vote ,
the paneJ ,

and no dissenting opinion shall be issued.

REOPF.NI:\G Of I!EAHISG -

At the discretion of the Arbitrator , a hearing may be

reopf ned upon his motion or the motion of a Party. If a hearing is reopened , the time

within which an A ward must be made is measured from the cJosing of the last hearing.
;-o hearing srJalJ 012 reopf'ned after an Av.' anj has been made except as provided by la\\.
CONSERVATIO ' OF PROPF:RTY - The Arbitrator may issue such orders a:: necessary to
safeguard property which is the subject matter of arbitration or the position of tlw
Parties
SC13POEi\A POWERS; DEPOSITION:: The Arbitrator may compel the attendance of
witne,ses and the productiop. of reJevant documents according to procedures established

by law. The Arbitrator ma y authorize the taking of depositions of witnesses who are
unable to attend the hearing-.

its if properly sworn to and notari;ced wiJl be admissible
he Arbitrator. The Arbitrator may give s\Jen
evidence by affidavit only such weight as he deems it is entitled to after eonsideration of
AFFIDAVITS - Vv' ritten

affida\'

in lieu of ol'al testimony, at the discretion of

an2-' objections made to its admissioTl

A:l documen:s not filed with the Arbitrator at the hearing, but arranged for at the
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hearing or sub:iequently ' oy agreement of the parties , shall be filed with the BuB fOJ
tran;.mission to the Arbitrator. AI: parties shal; be afforded opportunity to examine sud.

documents.
EXTE:"S1O:" OF TJr'lE

The Parties may modif y any period of time specified in these

Hules by mutual agn' ement

and the approval of the Arbitrator. The BBB or the

Arbitra:or , fOl' good cause , may extend any time period in these Rules except the period
establihed for making an Awanl. The BBD shall notify the Parties of any time extension.

THF:AWARD-

Time

The Arbitrator shal; render in writing a signed , notarized Award no later than ten (10)
ys from the date on which the final hearing is closed. If additional materials arc to be

submitted beyond the final hearing date , the time for an Award shall be ten (10) days
from the date set for receipt of such materials , OJ- the date of receipt , whichever is earlier.
SCfJpr

The Arbitrator may grant any relief or remedy for a consumer dispute

within the

scope of the Arbitration Agreement as may be deemed just and equitable and allowable
under law.

ModifiC(lliOIi of Awanl
If there is a mistake of fact or miscalculation of figures on the face of the A ward , the
at whose discretion the

BuB sI1all bring this to the attention of the Arbitrator ,

appropriate modification wi: be effected. The BBB shall transmit any such modification

to tne Parties immediately upon receipt and posting.

Sellirmeni

If the Parties settle the dispute after the commencement of the hearing and prior to
the rendering of the Award , the BEB , upon written notil:e and \' erification of such
settlement , shall terminate the proceedings ano so notify lhe Arbitrator. Lpon
agreement of the Parties , the Arbitrator shall reduce any such settlement to a written
Award

Form and Fil'Hg
The Award shall be in \\,Titing and recorded on the Award Form and transmitted to
the DRB. The BER shall forward copies of the Award to the Parties.

The BBB shall , upon the
written request of a party, furnish to such party, at his expense , certified facsimiles of
any papers in the BBB' s possession that may be required by judicial proceedings relating
to the arbitration.
RELEASE OF DOCUMENTS FOR . Jt.DIC1AL PROCEEDINGS -

APPLlCA nONS TO COURT - - :\ 0 judicial proceedings by a party relating to the subject

matter of tr. e arbitration shall be deemed a waiver of the party

s right to arbitrate.

!:"TERPRETATION OF RULES - The Arbitrator shall interpret these Rules insofar as

thry relate to hi,: powers and duties. Questions beyond the knowledge or expertise of the
Arbitrator shall be rderred by the BBR to the Director , Consumer Arbitration , COUJ1
of Better Business Bureaus , Inc.

G. & A. INDUSTRIES , INC. , ET AL
Complaint

IN THE MATTER OF

& A. INDUSTRIES , INC. , ET AL.
CO!\'

SE)JT ORDER , ETC. ,

IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE CO:.MISSIO). ACT

Docket C- 277G.

COl!plai:nt ,

Consent order requiring t\VO

Jr)'fi- Uecisiml , JUIl

Jail.

Brooklyn , X.

, 197(;

, wholesalers of DynaGlaze and

Astrashield automobile polish , among other things to ccase exa gerating the
earnings of any former salesman or the " possible " earnings or profit percentage
of a prospective salesman; using pictures or written expressions in advertising

which give an exaggerated impression of the success of individuals who have sold

the polish; misrcpreiSenting any sales aids or pronuct samples to be " free
representing that salesmen can obtain exclusivt' selling territories; and using any

statements which exaggerate the lasting qualities of the auto polish. Further , the
order requires the firms to send a letter to eligible distributors making a onetime-only offer of a refund for all unsold merchandise returned in good l:ondition
within thil' ty days.

AppeaTances
For the Commission:

iVl atthew Grornet.

For the respondents:

Jack Stn",ss

J\ew York City.

COMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission ,

having reason to believe that G. &

A. Industries , Inc. , and N ord- Viscount Incorporated , corporations , and
Louis Green ,

individually and as an officer of said

corporations

hereinafter sometimes referred to as respondents ,

have violated the
provisions of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amended , and that a proceeding in respect thereof would be in the

public interest ,

hereby issues this complaint stating its charges as

follows:
PARAGRAPH L Respondent G. & A. Industries , Inc. is a J\ew York

corporation \vith its office and principal place of business located at 50
Lawrence Ave. , Brooklyn , New York.

Respondent K ord- Viscount Incorporated is a N e\v York corporation
with its office and principal place of business located at 50 Lav,rence
A ve. ,

Brooklyn , J\ ew York.

Respondent Louis Green is an officer of the corporate respondents.
He formulates , directs and controls the acts and practices of the
corporate respondents including the acts and practices hereinafter set
forth. His business address is the same as that of the corporate

respondents.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now and have been engaged in

the

" .. '"
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sale and distribution of various product

at the \vholcsa1e level to persons who act as salesmen of these product

to the public. Products distributed by respondents have included inte
alia automobile cleaning and polishing compounds. Sales of sue:

products to salesmen are induced by advertisements in nationtJ
publications and by promotional materials sent by mail.
PAR. ;-3. In the course of their business , respondents have been ani

are now engaged in acts and practices in or affecting commerce , a:
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , a:
amended. Respondents promote their products and their produci
distribution plans by the use of advertisements
in magazines of nationa
circulation and by advertisements sent through the United States mail

Merchandise of substantial value is sold by respondents and is shippee
from respondents ' place of business in New Yark to purchasers locatec
in various other States and the District of Columbia.
PAR. 4. In the course of their business , and
in
order to recruit
salesmen to sell respondents ' products to the general public , respondents have disseminated and caused to be disseminated certain

advertisements concerning their products. ""ithin these advertise-

ments , respondents have made certain statements and representations
respecting the high earnings \vhkh can be made by sellng respondents
products and the ease with which high earnings can be realized. Typical

and ilustrative of these statements and representations made by
respondents in sajd advertisements ,

but not all inclusive thereof ,

are

the following:
E;\JOY a YEAR S PAY in;j MO:-THS

EXPECT EARNI;'CS OF $15 TO $35 AK HOUR PART- TIME or FCLL TIME!

BUlLD A $,')0 000 Rl.SISESS"' 0' " C1Vl;'C AWAY FREE SAMPLES!

Yes You Can Literally Rf.TJRE: WITH RICHES Just By Passing Out FREE Samples of
ASTROSHIF.LD , The Only Auto Polish and Gla%e GL:ARANTEED IN WRITll\G TO LAST AS
LONG AS YOl: OWN YOUR CAB!
Morc th;,m --OO'/ Profit -

Cp to $2. 32 Cash Profit On Each Easy $3 Sale!

The Gold Rush has st.arted: For a select group of wide- awake men - - no more t.han ten

to twenty per state - - this is the year that will tutn daydreams into DOLLARS" " ," hard
cash do:lars that ean add up to a steady, ever- growing

income of $20 000

"' " "' $3G OQCJ

, even $50 000 and man'

The product I'm talking about makes " selling "

on

old- fashioned , and unneceshand to suppJy the demand.

Authorjwd Distribution Rignls to D.-mo.- Glaze'

are r ow being granted to qualified

sary Your biggest problem wiJ be to keep enough

applicants on a first- rome , fir.'it-served basis

orJ,:olete.

G. & A. I:\Dt:STRIES , INC. , ET AI.
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ONE WORD OF WARNI!\G: I am

:omen to sr. are

seeking only a limited number of ambitious men and

in the AmE'Iican distribution of D yna- Gla;:e.

Distributor",hips will be rewarded FREE to men who show me they can do t.he job. :\0
RA:\' CHISE

FEES , ACTIVITY GUARA:\TEES OR OTHER CHARGES \VILL BE MADE

PAR. 5. Through the use of the aforesaid statements and representa-

.ions , and others not specifically set forth herein ,

respondents have
epresented , directly or by implication , that:
1. The average person selling respondents ' products can reasonably
xpect to earn $15 to $35 an hour \vorking full or part time.
2. The average person selling respondents ' products can reasonably
xpect to earn $50 000 a year by giving away samples which are

furnished by respondents at no cost.
L A person se1lng respondents ' products wil make a 400 percent
profit on each $8 sale.
4, Respondents have a reasonable basis from which to conclude that
their products can be sold by salesmen easily, quickly and in substantial
quantities on a regular and continuing basis.
u.

Only a limited number of persons wil1 be permitted to sell

respondents ' products in territories that will be assigned on a firstcome , first-served basis without any fees , obligations or hidden costs.
PAR. 6. In truth and in fact:
1. The average person sellng respondents ' products cannot reasonably expect to earn S15 to $35 an hour. Such earnings are gross

exaggerations and are greatly in excess of the average earnings of
persons selling respondents ' products. Respondents have no knowledge

of the earnings made by their salesmen.
2. The average person selling respondents ' products cannot reasonably expect to earn $50 000 a year. Samples of respondents ' products
are not furnished free to salesmen , but must be purchased by salesmen
from respondents.

3, A person sellng respondents ' products wi1 not make a 400
percent profit on each $3 sale, Based on respondents ' wholesale price
lists , respondents ' salesmen can make a gross profit of between 82
percent and

iOO percent , the latter percentage only obtainable by

salesmen who sell more than 12 000 pints of product directly to
consumers every six months. The great majority of respondents

salesmen make a gross profit percentage of 89 percent or less , before
allowance for advertising, sel1ing expenses and discounts given to
quantity purchasers and subsalesmen.
4. Respondents have no reasonable basis from which to conclude

that their products can be sold by salesmen easily, quickly and in
substantial quantities on a regular and continuing basis.
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5. Respondents do not limit the number of persons who may sel1
their products; any number of salesmen are appointed b y respondents

in a given territory. A person maintains his wholesale buying rights
only if he buys a stated minimum quantity of merchandise each month.
For example , an " area distributor " entitled to buy respondents ' product
at a 61 percent discount must purchase at least ::HJOO quarts of product

every four months.
Therefore , the statements and representations set forth in Paragraphs Four and Five hereof were and are false , misleading and
deceptive acts or practices.
PAR. 7. In the course of their business , and in order to promote the
sale of their car polish to salesmen and consumers , respondents have

represented that their polish v.,lil protect and beautify an automobile

finish for years. Typical and ilustrative of such representations , but
not all inclusive thereof , are the following:
NEVER WAX YOUR CAR AGA1N

Imagine wrapping your car in an invisible shield of protective " armor " - which , with
minimum upkeep. will provide a brilliant , gleaming " showroom " shine not just for weeks
or months , but for Y1eARS:
EXCLCSIVI::3 YEAR LONGEVlTY ASTROSHIELD GUARANTEE
YES , O:\'CE yoe BeY ASTROSJIELD , yot: NI:VER BUY CAR POI.SH AGAIN:

That s right: Every ('an of Astroshielrl is guaranteed life of your car:

ill

1./'I'itJnq

- to actually last the

'" '" '" specifically designed to outlast the vehicle to which it is applied-

- '" '" a single pint can of Dyna- Glaze is GCARANTEED beautify your car for up to 18 FULL MONTHS:
PAR. 8. In truth and in fact ,

in writing - to protect and

respondents ' car polish wil not protect

and beautify any automobile

finish for years. According to the

instructions on the can of respondents ' product , the automobile must be
repolished every six months. The finish obtained by using respondents

product wil last only a few months or a shorter period of time if the
automobile is not washed regu1arly.

Therefore , the statements and representations set forth in Paragraph Seven hereof were and are false , misleading and deceptive acts
or practices.

PAR. 9. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading and
deceptive statements , representations , acts and practices has had , and

members of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said
statements and representations were and are true , and to induce a
no\v has , the capacity and tendency to mislead

G. & A L\' DCSTRIES . I:'' , ET AL.
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mbstantial number thereof to purchase respondents ' products by

reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 10. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business ,

and at

mentioned herein , respondents have been , and now are , in
:mbstantial competition , in or affecting commerce , with corporations
firms and indiviouals engaged in the wholesale and retail sale of
111 times

products of the same general type and nature as those sold by

respondents.
PAn. 11. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein
alleged , were anel are all to the prejudice anel injury of the public and of
respondents ' competitors and constituted , ano now constitute , unfair

methods of competition in or affecting commerce and unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in or affecting commerce in violation of
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the

New York Rei;onal Office

proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which
if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with violation
of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the

respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for

settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission

by

respondents that the law has been violated as al1eged in such complaint
and 'A' aivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having

determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have
violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (GO) days , now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission

hereby issues its complaint . makes the following jurisdictional findings
and enters the following order:

1. Proposed respondents G. & A. Industries ,

Incorporated are New York corporations

Inc. and :-ord- Viscount

with their offices and
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principal places of business located at 50 Lavaence Ave. , Brooklyn
KewYol'k.

Proposecl respondent Louis Green is an officer of said corporations.
He formulates , directs and controls the policies , acts and practices of
said corporations ancl his business address is the same as that of said
corporations.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER

orde;'
That respondents , G. & A. Industries , Inc. and K on1It
is
Viscount Incorporated , corporations , their successors and assigns , and
their officers , and Louis Green , individually and as an officer of said
corporations , and respondents ' agents , representatives and employees
directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other

device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or
distribution of automotive cleaning products , or any other articles of
merchandise in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , do forthwith CEase and

desist from:
Representing, clireetly or by implication:

(a) The possible earnings , sales or wholesale purchases which might
be made by persons \vho sell respondents ' products , or
(b) The earnings , sales or wholesale purchases which have been made
by persons who have sold respondents ' products in the past

unless such earnings . sales or wholesale purchases are not greater than
the average net earnings ,

sales or wholesale purchases made consist-

ently by all sellers of respondents ' products in thc ordinary course of
business and under normal conditions and circumstances.
Subdivision (a) of this paragraph shall not prohibit respondents from

representing the wholesale cost per unit or per case of their products.
2. Representing any sales aids , product samples or other items as
free " unless respondents supply such items to salesmen without
charge , in quantities sufficient to meet the reasonable business needs of
the average active salesman. If the quantity of any item that is
furnished frce is limited , with additional quantities available to

salesmen at extra cost , then the free quantity and the cost of additional
quantities shall be conspicuously

disclosed whenever the item is

represented to be free.
3. Representing diredly or

territories within which to

indirectly that persons can be assigned

sel1 respondents '

produds ,

or otherwise

" "

, "" "

" "

" "

" "
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epresenting that only a limited number of persons wi1 be permitted to
3ell respondents ' products.
4. Representing directly or by implication

, by the use of: (I)

)hotographs , drawings or \vritten descriptions of amounts of money,
lutomobiles , or any luxury items , or (2) words , phrases or expressions
Retire with
:mch as " Big :Vloney, Enjoy a year s pay in 3 month.s
Riches " or others of similar import , that persons may achieve a status
of financial or material wealth which in fad is not customarily achieved
by persons who sell respondents ' products.
5. Representing, directly or by implication ,

by the use of phrases
:-ever
wax
your
car
again
Never
buy
car polish again 18such as "
month guarantee of service
8 year longevity guarantee " or others of
similar import , that one application of' respondents ' product wil1last for
any period of time in excess of that v.'hich respondents can affirmatively establish is the fact.
G. Representing, directly or by implication , that:
(a) Respondents ' products can be sold by salesmen easily, quickly or

in substantial quantities.

(b) A specified percentage of profit wil be earned on sales of
respondents ' products , unless such percentage is not greater than the
net profit percentage , after costs and operating expenses , made b:'l all
persons \vho sell respondenls ' products.

I t is fliTther o)'dered That within thirty (30) days after the effective
date of this order ,

respondents shall send to all eligible persons the
notice contained in Appendix A or Appendix B , as applicable. For the
purpose of this provision eligible persons " shall include all persons

who:

(a) purchased merchandise from respondents within three (3) years
prior to the effective elate of this order , and
(b) purchased merchandise from respondents on three or fewer

occasions , not including any initial introductory order for five dollars or
less.
It is fnrther ordered

That respondents refund , to all persons

returning merchandise in accordance with Appendices A and B ,

all

monies paid by such persons for the merchandise returned. Such

refunds shaH be mailed by reopondents within ten (10) days after the
return of said merchandise.

It I:S jiLrther ordered

That respondents submit , as part of their
compliance report to the Commission , the following information

relating lo the previous two provisions: (1) The number of persons to
whom the notice was sent , (2) the number of persons responding to the
offer contained therein . and ( j) the total amount of money refunded by
respondents pursuant to this offer.
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That respondents shall maintain for at leas1
copies of ead
advertisement , including magazine , newspaper , radio and televisior.
It

is

fil'rtlier ordei'ed

three (3) years follO\ving the date of each publication ,

advertisements , direct mail and any other promotional material utilize(1
by respondents for the purpose of soliciting persons to sell any product

or utilized by respondents in the advertising, promotion or sale of any
product , together with all documentation and factual material in

substantiation of the claims appearing in said advertisements and
promotional materials.
It is Iu I'ther ordered That respondents maintain files containing all

inquiries or complaints from any source relating to acts or practices
described in this order , for a period of three (: ) years after their
receipt , and that such files be made available for examination by a duly
authorized agent of the Federal Trade Commission during the regular

hours of the respondents ' business for inspection and copying.

That no provision

It is further ordered

of this order shall be

construed in any way to annul , invalidate , repeal , terminate , modify or

exempt respondents from complying \vith agreements ,

orders or

directives of any kind obtained by any other agency or act as a defense
to actions instituted by municipal or State regu1atory agencies. No

provision of this order shall be construecl to imply that any past or
future conduct of respondents complies with the rules and regulations
, or the statutes administered by the Federal Trade Commission.
It is further ordered

That the

successors or assigns notify the

corporate respondents or their

Commission at least thirty (30) days

prior to any proposed change in the corporate respondents such as
dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a
successor corporation or corporations , the creation or dissolution of

subsidiaries or any other change in the corporate respondents which
may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order.
It is fUl'ther ordered That respondents shan deliver a copy of this
order to cease and desist , and a copy of the Commission s news release

setting forth the terms of the order , to each advertising agency and
advertising medium with which respondents deal directly, such as
newspaper publishing companies , radio stations or television stations
presently utilized in the course of their business , and that respondents

shall , immediately upon opening an account , deliver a copy of such
order and news release to any such agency or medium with which they

subsequently open an account.

It i, lurU/u o/'daed

That for a three (3) year period following tbe

effective date of this order ,

the individual respondent named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present
business or employment and of his affiliation with a new business or

G. & A. INDUSTHIES ,
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employment. Such notice shall include respondent' s

current business

address and a statement as to the nature of the business or

employment in which he is engaged as well as a description of his duties
and responsibi1ities. This provision shall not be construed to exempt in

any way the individual respondent ,

after said three (3) year period

from complying with the other provisions of this order.
It
i:; j1tYthel' onlered That the respondents herein shall \vithin sixty

(60) clays after service upon them of this order ,

file with the

Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and

form in which they have complied with this order.
APPENDIX A - - FOR CL"STOMI,RS OF G. & A- INDUSTRIES ,

I:-'

G. & A. INDCSTRIF;S , INC.

50 LAWRENCE AVENUE
BROOKLYN , NEW YORK 112;W
(DATE)

Dear DynaGlaze Distrihutor
Our records indicate that you have purchased only three or fewer shipments of
DynaGlaze automohile polish.

If you feel that. you purchased this product as a result of any deception on our part or
any misunderstanding on your part based on our literature or advert.ising,

we

would be

most willing to refund your original purchase price for an y merchandise returned t.o us.
This one- time offer is limited to merchandise in good condition which is returned (postage
prepaid) within

days of the postmark date on this letter. Your refund will be sent

within 10 days after we receive the DynaGlaze.

Very truly yours
G. & A. INDUSTRIES ,

ING.

Louis Green
APPE1\DIX B

- FOR CTJSTO 1ERS OF NORD- VISCOL"NT INCORPORATED

NORD- VISCOUNT INCORPORATED
50 LAWRENCE AVF;NUF;
BROOKLY:-'

, NEW YORK 112:

(DATE)

Dear Astroshicld Distributor.
Our records indicate that you have purchased only three or fewer shipments of
Astroshield automobile polish.
If you feel that you purchased this product as a result of any deception on OUI' part or

any misunderstanding on your part based on our literature or advertising, we would be

most wiEing to refund your original purchase price for any merchandise returned to us
offer is limited to merchandise in good condition which is returned (postage

This one- time

:30 days of the postmark date on this letter. Your refund wil1 be sent
prepaid) \'iithin
within 10 days after we recei\' e the Astroshield.

Very truly yours
:\ORD- VISCOCNT INCORPORATED
Louis Green

, ""'

, ;)
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IN THE MATTER OF

STP CORPORATION , F:T AL.
COI\SENT ORDEX , ETC. ,

II\ REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

THE FEDERAL TRADE COl\L\1JSSIO
Ducke! C- 2777

COlip/oliil

Jan. D .

ACT

'J7()- DecisiulI , J(w. Ii ,

1.

Consent order requiring a Fort Lauderdale ,

Fla.

1.976

, manufacturer of oil and ga;;olin'

additives and oil filters and its Chicago , 11L, advertising agency, among

othe
things to cease making false arHI misJeading effectiveness cJaims and representd
tions for its products

Appenra' nces
For the Commission:
For the respondents:

WIU'chL",o'

B,' '(ce

J.

Parker.

J. Wallace Ada,,.

Howrey, Si'iwn , Baker &

Washington , D.
CO:YIPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the FederaJ Trade Commission Act

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act ,

the Federa.

Trade Commission , having reason to believe that STP Corporation
corporation , and Stern , \Valters & Simmons , Inr. , a corporation.

hereinafter referred to a respondents , have violated the provi

ions

said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in
respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues it
complaint stating its charges in that respect as follO\vs:
PARAGRAPH 1. STP Corporation is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the la\\ls of the State of
Delaware , with its principal office and place of business located at 1400
W. CommerciaJ Blvd. , Fort Lauderdale , Florida.
Respondent Stern
alters & Simmons , Inc. is a corporation existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Illnois , \vith its principal office and plare of ousincss located at 150 E.
Huron St. , Chicago , Ilinois.
PAR 2. Respondent STP Corporation is now and for some time past
has been engaged in the sale and distribution of automotive filters , oil

and gasoline treatments and other products to the publir under the

trade name STP.
Respondent Stern . Walters & Simmons , Inc. is now and for some
time past has been an advertising agenry; it prepared for publication

advertising
for the purpose of promoting the sale of

advertising material including but not limited to the
material referred to herein .

STP Corporation products.

,"

"'.. "
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PAR. :3. Respondent STP Corporation , in thc course and conduct of its
business as aforesaid , now causes and for some time past has caused
said products , when sold , to be shipped from its place of business to
purchasers thereof located in various other States of the L:nited States
and maintains , and at all times mentioned herein has maintained , a
substantial course of trade in said products in commerce , as

commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Respondent Stern , Walters & Simmons , Inc. , in the course

and

conduct of its businesses as aforesaid , now and for some time past has
performed its said services in various States of the United States; it
maintains , and at all times mentioned herein has maintained a
substantial course of trade in said services in commerce , as H commerce
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid , and for
the purpose of inducing the purchase of STP Corporation products

respondent STP Corporation has made and is now making statements
and representations through advertisements published in newspapers
and magazines ,

and by means of television

and radio broadcasts.

Hespondent Stern , Walters & Simmons , Inc. , in the course and conduct
of its business as aforesaid , and for the purpose of inducing the

purchase of STP Corporation products , made statements and represen-

tations through advertisements published in newspapers and magazines , and by means of television and radio broadcasts.
Typical of the statements and representations contained in said

advertisements , but not all inclusive , are the following:
A. STP OIL TRbATMENT
I'm a retired banker who likes to tinker with his car. I use STP Oil Treatment and
1.
value it very highly. I asked tJw dealer if it would be alright to use STP. He says If all
our customers used it , we might just as well dose down our repair shop.
;; New York Traffic. A real nightmare for taxis any time of the day. Meet cah driver
Louis Cohen . lIe fights that traffic for a Jiving- l Cabbie J: The secret to this job is to keep
rolling. That s why I' ve used S1'1- OjJ Treatment in all my cabs for over six years now
That s over :300 000 miles " "' ,. without a single starting problem or engine repair
lAnner. Tai\€ a tip from a cab driver. Have your servil'e station add STP to your car s oil

:3. I have a daughter in co!1ege in Arizona. She s using our Cutlass car which hag

000 miles on it. And in her Christmas package , I included STP Oil Treatment so she
eould keep the old huggy running and she could get it back home one of these days
. If an engine s gotta go it alone . it might not make the finish. That s why there
STP Oil Treatment.
G. Being a mother with : little children , I don t know too much about cars. The reason
I use STF' Oil Treatment" " " if you had car problems , there isn t I sic I too many pJaces
around here that could help you l eie\'ision advertisement showing mother with ; sma:1
children driving (:al" through apparently sparse1j-.' populated farming country j. It gives ml'

2H- 969 O- LT - ?7 - 5
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peace 0: mind knowing I can use a product such as S1'1'
place to
(j. I

,

and I can

get

FTC.

from O)1e

J.othe1' without having to won'
(l1-ive to work in m

y Lincoln and I do my \, ork in my Volkswagen. Never

had any engine trouble with either car and! give S1'1' Oil Treatment a lot of credit

for that. This Vol;'swagen has nearly 2G2

OOO miles on it and it

s still going gTeat. Did you

know , with the help of 51'1' , that s more than a quartel" of a million miles.

7. 1';r, a firm believer in STP Oil Treatment. Ever since I bought my car new , I'

had STP in L'1e

c1'an;'casc and that

s over 170

000 miles without engine troubic, Il

lsic;' would still be driving today except fOI" the damage in the front end.
8. Last year s Indy winner and C. S.

National Champion Mario Andretti talks about

auto I' acing and his plans for the future. f:.Iario .1: Driving cars for a living is exciting, but

its lsic j also very demanding.

There s plenty to do without naving to think about

mechanical failure. That s why I l" ely on STP Oil Treatment to keep everything running
smoothly
. TH1S WIr.TER , KEEP YOUR OIL UP ALL NIGHT. Your engine won t say no to you in

the morning, if you let STP Oil Treatment go to work for yOU at night. You see , oil alone
even all- weather oil , drains off the cy Jinder \valls , pistons and other vital part;: and runs
down in the oil pan where it stiffens from the colel " STP helps your motor oil cling.
No matter how long your cal' sits 01 '" how cold it gets. And you get the lubrication YOll
need right from the start.
10. WINTERIZE YOUR OIL. Your ear isn t reaHy winter- weather-ready unless you
ed your motor oil with STP. Let any car sit awhile - like overnight and the

winteri

oil , even all-weather oil , drains off tnl' cylinder wails ,

pistons and other vital parts and

runs down in the oil pan whel' C' it stiffens from the cold. So in the morning, there isn
a1ways enough lubl-ication left on crucial parts to let the engine turn over easily without
friction and wear. STP helps your motm' oil stay up without draining dov.' n. No matter
how iong your car sits or how colc! it gets. And you get the lubrication you need right

from the start.
11. STP Oil Treatment is so rich and strong it won't drain off vital engine parts the
way ordinary motor oil alone docs.
12. Unlike ordinary motor oils , STP Oil Treatment clings to vita! eI1gine parts.
1:3 i\O -FRJCT1ON RF:ST SI:LLE:R '" '" * , The engine of your new car is subject to more
friction and wear in the first 1000 miles than it is in tr. e 10 000 miles that follow. HO\v do
you cut the friction that grinds away at engine life'! ;Viator oil alone doesn t cut it , in our
book. But STP blended with your favorite oil. does. STP , world' s best-selling oil
treatmer. , is so rich and strong it won t drain off engine parts or break down , the way
ordinary motor oils alone do
. r.EW CAR
SURA:-CE O:"LY $1.85. The first few miles of driving a new car may
be the most fun fOl" you. But they re the toughest for your engine * * * (PJrotect your
investment by adding STI' to the motor oil right from the start. STI' Oil Treatment is so
rich and strong it won t drain off vital engine parts the way ordinary motor oil alone does
By keep ing harmful friction and wear out , STP coverage keeps your engine s youthful

spirit in * * "for year:'
15. A racing engine and your engine have some things in common. Heat. Friction.
And wear. On thC' track . wir. ning c1!-ivers like :\olrio Andretti rply on the strong, silent
treatment that helps prevent these hazards: STP Oil Treatment. Strong because STP

gives motor oil the added film strength it r. ecds to stand up under heat and pressure.
Figllts damaging friction and wear iike motor oil alone neVf'r ('ould.
lG. You\' e spent L'Jree grand or mOI' C' on a sleek, suped-up, sporty (' ar.

Protect your

new engines , especially high
. STP
performance engines , are subject to friction that can cause metal breakdowns
cub tne friction. Cub the wear. Cuts it like no ordinary motor ojJ alone can
investment. Add STI' to your motor oi: At high speeds ,

,.
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17 :\othing COl! weal' down an engine'. vitaJ moving parts like friction and heat.
Damage valves and rings . Bring the life cycJe of any engine to a grinding halt. But .vou
can kick that \\' noJc route with STP Oil Treatment. STP clings to metal parts better than
ordinal' Y motol' oi: aJone. So mile after miJe , your machine " engine gets all the extra

lubrication it needs to cut friction to a fraction
lS. lTejevision advertisement sho\ving spacecraft heading for the moon , and an

What do these two vehicles have in common? They re both
carl A Iilln'
the product of long years of scientific testing. They both I' equire special care; special fuel
and special lubl'ication. And your family car isn t any different. It needs special
Jubrieation to protect its vita; f ngine parts from everyday friction and wear. It need::
STP OiJ Treatment
19. IT S :-01' YOCH BATTERY THAT S Rt:N DOWN , IT S YOUR OIL. Your battery s not
always to blame fOl' hard winter starts. The real winter villain is probably your oil. You
see , ordinary motor oil drains off and runs dov.' n to a pan - where it stiffens from the
Indianapolis 1' act'

cold. Result? When you try to start your car ,

the engine doesn

t have sufficient

lubrication to turn over. So you overworrrrrk the battery ' til you , yourself , run it down.
The answer - - STP Oil Treatment. Cnlike onlinary motor oils , STP Oil Treatment clings
to vital engine parts. Gives you the lubrication you need to start up faster aU winter long.

ZO. That summer drive is restful for you. But the pace wears your engine thin. You
farther , hottel' than at any other time of the year. \Vhich can cause ordinary
motor oil to break down- Hesult: extreme heat on metal parts. Then engine wear. Then
er:gine damage. Cnless . of course , you use our cooling engine tonic: STP Oil Treatment.
STP is so super- concentrated it dings to crucial parts , no matter how many miles you

drive faster ,

rack up in a day.

21. Watch out: Those wild beasts of heat , friction and weal' can claw apart engine

parts. You need extra protection against those mill-eating predators. The extra
protection of STP Oil Treatment. STP lubricates bettel' than regular motor oil alone.
Helps your engine endure ferocious attacks " " * On dirt. On hard stuff. Load yom
machine with STP while you still can. It s

survival of the fittest

22. lTelevision demonstration j AnneI': On the left

Jesse Takamiyama , biggest and

most popular sumo wrestler in all Japan -. " " he s come here to challenge Andy
Gnmatelli in a test of strength. (Advertisement shows GranateJJi and Takamiyama arm
wrestling J SFX: GRt;NTS UF EXERTIOI\' .

(Shows GranateJJ acknowledging Takamiyama

choose the
strength with a grin J. Alldy
no wonder you re champ! Next contest
weapons. rShO\vs Takamiyarna dipping a screwdl'iver tip into a can labelled " motor oil" J.
AII, d!J-

Put it in there. And try to hang

screwdriver tip with no effort J.

Jesse:

on!
(Shows Takamiyama holding onto oil-coated
It's very easy, Andy. Andy: I know . )Jaw the re(!1

te:it. (emphasis original). (Shows Takamiyam.a

putting screwdriver tip in STP Oil

STP Oil Treatment is slipperier than motor oil alone '" " " so
SF X: CLANG! lShows Takamiyama unable to hold onto
thi:' time , Andy should do better.
You can t win them all , .Jesse. (Shows Takamiyama returning to try
sCl' ewdriver J Andy:
SFX:
CLAKG!
again and againj.

Treatment can J.

AliI/Un

2:3. (Television demonstration , with voice of Mike Maertens , ::ora Springs , 1owaj:
Dear STP - Our mass media class at l\ ora Springs '" " '" High School has be(,n
conducting tests on a number of products. We chose to test STP Oil Treatment when we
saw your commercial. Vie dipped a screwdriver in motor oil and found we could hang on.
The vie rcpeated the procedure with 51'1' and found we could not hang on " '" '" which
proves STP is slipperier than motor oil alone. In conclusion , we found your product i:: as

advertised.
24. A:JTJ- FREEZE

all-weather oil doesn t reaDy
car some cold winter morning when the oil is so still in

FOR OIL. Short of Antarctica ,

freer:e But tell that to your no- go

the pan it can t get up in time to help turn oyer the engine. Or saYe your breath (and

" "' "

" " "
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battery) by adding STP t.o the oil at your favorite ga" :,tation. STP Oil Treatment :'tays
Lubricates you off to a racing- start better than oil alone car.. ,
up all r,

ig-ht

Maybe it did "tarUe you to learn there's an antifree,,e for oil
' lAdvertisement
plctures an engine covered with snow and icicles , with a matrh being- lit under the
engine 1.

B. STP GAS TREATMDJT

1. STP Cas Treatment cleans and tunes ,y'our engine as you drive. Restores all the
pep and power you expect frorn that four- wheel flame. Next time you fill ' er up, try STP
Gas Treatment ir. yom' tank. If that doesn t light her fire , nothing wil;.
when you add it to your gas it cleans .'10111' spark plugs better , it cleans your
2. Nun'
so you re cleaning and tuning your engine as you drive. lemphasis
carburetor better
in original J.

:3. Indianapolis , :'ay ;30 * 'k Mario Andretti' s car endured more punishment than
your car s engine encounters in a lifetime * " * (A)nd STP Gas Treatment helped him get
the mileage he needed to finish . kept his fuel system clean and trouble free , kept his
engine tuned as he drove " 0;' "
4 If STP products worked so well for !dario Andretti , think what they il do for your
. (A)cld a can of STP Gas Treatment to your fuel today to dean your
own family car

fuel system , tune your engine as you drive and give you the go- power that helped
Anclretti win the 500.

S. STP " "' '" cleans and tunc.' your engine as you drive "' * "' You ll feel the
difference with the very fir:;t can.
Chadey Hey. Bill , get rid of that
Ii. lTelevision advertisemf'nt , audio portionj.
Rili.
1\0 , its running great now. C' n hardly believe it * * '" (PJut some nev,,.
clunker yet'!
stuff in the tank ;, "' "' This is somethin

' different. STP Gas Treatment. It

s jike a

complete motor tune-up. " "' '" (K)now the best part , Charley. I was thinkin ' of seHin ' that
car. And1 fixed it fine * '" "' for on,y
7 Add it to your fuel and it eliminates power- robbing deposits of gun and varnish
Cleans and tunes your engine as you drive
from audio portion of television advertisement I:
lJ really feel the difference

H. lVoice of Andy Granatell ,
Gentlemen , clean .your

engines. Y DU

!J. Just add a can to your gasoline and ,

right away, it starts cleaning up on engine

deposits

STP Dual Oil Filter
1. STP Double Oil Filter. A filter in a filter to double clean your oi:
2 Two separate filters working together for dual filtration.
3. Because we utilize two filters , instead of just one , the STP Double Oil Filter is a lot

lest; likely to clog.
. The STP Internal Differential Pressure Valve "' "' "' control(s) the amount of oil
flow through the two filters depending on engine and weather demands.
5. iFrom audio portion of television advertisement J: A:-DY GRA:-AT1:LI.: You !'e

looking at a rotary engine. We re testing the double oil filter on it now "' " * because I
believe the Wankel Rotary Engine will power the cars of tomorrow. Meanwhile , get the
STP Double Oil Filter for your present car. Not just a singie filter on it hke the three
leading brands , but a filter " " * Isound effectsJ * '" " in a filter lsholA'ing one filll'r
being inserted inside anotherJ for extra protection. Nex: oil change , ask for tr1e STP
Double Oil Filter. A filter in a filter to double clean your oil.
G. STP Corporation unconditionally guarantecs this filter. It meets or exceeds all
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listed American automobile manufacturers ' original equipment and/or warranty specificatIOns.

PAR. 5. By and through the use of the statements , representations
and demonstrations set out in Paragraph Four above , and others of

similar import not specifically

set out herein , respondents have

represented and are now representing that:
STP OIL TREATME"T
1. Every car needs STP Oil Treatment in order to obtain adequate
protection against friction and wear; (see particularly Paragraph Four
subparagraphs A 13

18l;

2. E very motor oil requires the addition of STP Oi1 Treatment in
order to provide adequate engine lubrication; fsee particularly Para-

graph Four , subparagraphs A 9 21 J;
3. STP Oil Treatment makes every car which uses it easier to start

in cold weather; (see particularly Paragraph Four , subparagraphs 9 , 10
241;

Treatment eliminates friction and wear in an automobile
engine; (see particularly Paragraph Four , subparagraphs A 14J;
5. The use of STP Oil Treatment win prevent every car which uses
it from breaking down or requiring engine repairs; isee particularly
Paragraph Four , subparagraphs A 1 81;
6. The screwdriver television demonstration proves that STP OiJ
4. STP Oil

Treatment mixed with motor oil wil lubricate engines better than
motor oil alone; (see particularly Paragraph Four , subparagraphs A
221;

STP GAS TREATMEKT
7. STP Gas Treatment

will provide a complete engine tune up, or

the equivalent of a complete engine tune- up, as the car is driven; (see

particularly Paragraph Four , subparagraphs B 1

7J;
8. STP Gas Treatment wi1 clean the entire engine; lsee particularly

Paragraph Four , subparagraphs B 1

8 J;

STP DUAL OIl. FILTER
9. The STP Dual Oil Filter meets or exceeds

all automobile

manufacturers ' original equipment specifications for oil filters; (see
particularly Paragraph Four , subparagraph C 6J;
10. The motor oil fJows consecutively through tv.' o separate filters
and therefore receives two separate cleanings , each time it passes

through the STP Dua1 Oi1 Filter lsee Paragraph Four , subparagraphs C
5 1;

fi2
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PAR. G. In truth and in fact:

STP OIL TREATMENT
1. E very car docs not need STP Oil Treatment in order to obtain
adequate protection against friction and wear.
2. Every motor oil does not require the addition of STP Oil
Treatment in order to provide adequate engine lubrication.
::S. STP Oil Treatment does not make every car which uses it easier

to start in cold weather.
4. STP Oil Treatment does not eliminate friction and \vear in an

automobile engine.
5. The use of STP Oil Treatment will not prevent every car which
uses it from breaking down or requiring engine repairs.
6. The screwdriver television demonstration does not prove that
STP Oil Treatment mixed v.,lith motor oil will lubricate engines better
than motor oil alone.

STP GAS TREATME"T
7. STP Gas Treatment wil

not provide a complete tune-up or the

equivalent of a complete tunc-up, as the car is driven.
8. STP Gas Treatment wil not clean the entire engine.

STP DUAL OIL !"ILTER
9. Thc STP Dual Oil Filter does not meet or exceed all automobilc
manufacturers ' original equipment specifications for oil filters.
10. The motor oil does not flow consecutively through t\VO separate
filters , and does not therefore receive two separate cleanings , each time

it passcs through thc STP Dual Oil Filter.

Therefore , the aforesaid statements , representations , and the
demonstration set forth in Paragraphs Four and Five were and are
false , misleading, and deceptive.
PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid , and at

all times mentioned herein , respondent STP Corporation has been , is
now in substantial competition in commerce with corporations , firms
and individuals in the sale of additives and other automotive products
of the same general kind and nature as those sold by respondent STP
Corporation.
In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid , and at all times
mentioned herein , respondent Stern , \Valters & Simmons has been and
is now in substantial competition in commerce with corporations , firms
and individuals in the business of rendering advertising services.
PAR. 8. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading and

STP CORP. ,
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deceptive statements . representations ,

and demonstrations has haci

and now has , the capacity and tendency to misJead members of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said
statements , representations , and the demonstrations were and are true

and into the purchase of substantial quantities of' STP Corporation
products , by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.

PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein
alleged , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of
respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and

practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the bureau proposed to present to
consideration and which , if issued by the
Commission , would charge respondents with violations of the Federal
Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the
respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of such agreement is
the Commission for its

for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by

respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint

and waivers and other provisions

as required by the Commission

Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
violated the sair! Act , and that complaint should issue stating its

charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the comments
filed thereafter pursuant to Section 2. :J4(b) of its Rules , now in further
conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 2. :34 of its Rules
the Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes the following
jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:
1. Proposed respondent STP Corporation

is a corporation existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Delaware ,

with its principal place of business located at 1400

Commercial Blvd. , Fort Lauderdale , Florida.
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2. Proposed respondent Stern , Walters & Simmons , Inc. is a

corporation existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Ilinois , with its principal place of business located at 150
E. Huron St. , Chicago , Ilinois.
3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of tbe subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is

in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered
& Simmons ,

STP corporation , and Stern , Walters
, corporations , and their officers , successors , assigns

That responde, nts

Inc.

representatives ,

agents , and employees

, directly or through any

corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device:
1. In connection with the advertising, offering for sale ,

sale , or

distribution of STP Oil Treatment , or any other product the customary
or usual use of which is as an additive to motor oil , in or affecting
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , do forthwith cease and desist from representing, direcUy or by
implication , that any such product:
a. Prevents cars which use it from experiencing mechanical

breakdO\vns or from requiring repairs;
b. Cures or remedies mechanical malfunctions;
c. Eliminates

friction or wear or is required

to protect against

friction or wear;
d. Acts or performs like or has the effect of antifreeze in the oil; or
\vi1 enable cars to start , or to start more easily, in cold weather;
e. Is required in order to obtain lubrication from motor oil;
f. Is slipperier than

motor oil alone.

2. In connection with the advertising, offering for sale ,

sale , or

distribution of STP Oil Treatment , or any other product the customary
or usual use of which is as an additive to motor oil , or which is
adverbsed for such use , in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and
desist from misrepresenting the capacities , characteristics , or qualities
of motor oil or of any grade or weight of motor oil.

It is Iltrther ordered That respondents STP Corporation , and Stern
Walters & Simmons , Inc. , corporations , and their officers , successors
assigns , representatives , agents , and employees , directly or through
any corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device in connection with

j(j

" "

" "

" "

" "

" "
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Lhe advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of

STP Gas

Treatment , or any other product the cu tomary or usual use of which is
as an additive to gasoline , in or affecting commerce , a
commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , cia forthwith cease and
desist from representing, directly or hy implication , that any such

product:
1. Tune

an engine ,

or will provide the equivalent of a complete

engine tunc- up, or make engine tune- ups unnecessary;
2. Provides an:i portion of an engine tune- up unless , in immediate
conjunction therewith , respondents disclose , clearly and con picuously,
that the advertised product does not provide all of the features of a
mechanical engine tune- up;
3. Cleans or helps to clean an entire engine without clearly

designating the component or components or functional areas of the
engine or other portion of the motor vehicle which are affected.

It

1:8

further ordered

That respondents STP Corporation , and Stern

\Valters & Simmons . Inc. , corporations , and their officers , successors
assigns , agents , representatives , and employees , directly or through
any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device in connection with
the advertising, offering for sale ,

sale or distribution of oil filters in or
affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , do cease and desist from:
I. Eepresenting, directly or by implication ,

that any such product:

a. Meets , conforms with ,

or exceeds any automotive manufacturers
specifications , or is approved by any automobile manufacturer for use
in conneLtion \vith any vehicle or engine , when such is not the fact;
b. " Double cleans " motor oil , or representing in any other manner
that any such product filters motor oil more than once each time the oil

flows through the filter cannister except as provided in paragraph 2
immediately below , unless the motor oil flows through two or more
filtering elements in series each time the motor oil flows through the
filter cannister.
2. Using the words " dual

double

double stage

two filters in

two stage filter within a filter " or any other terminology
one
which suggests the presence of more than one filtering element , to
describe any automotive oil filter \vithout clearly disclosing that the
motor oil is filtered only once each time it flows through the filter
cannister . unless the motor oil flO\vs through two or more filtering
elements in series each time the motor oil flows through the filter
cannister. In television advertising, the disclosure that motor oil may be
filtered only once each time it flO\vs through the filter cannister when
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such is the fact shall be made in such a manner that it is clearly
disclosed.

It

is

fni'hc)' oTdered That respondents STP Corporation and Stern

Walters & Simmons , Inc. , corporations , and their officers , successors
assigns , agents , representatives and employees , directly or through any

corporation , subsidiary division or other device , in connection with the
sale or distribution of STP Oil Treatment

advertising, offering for sale ,

or any other product the customary or usual use of which is as an
in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is

additive to motor oil ,

defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and
desist from disseminating any advertisement in which a representation
of benefit is made as to such product when used as an additive to motor

oil unless (I) such representation

is true; (2) respondent STF
Corporation possesses and relies upon , prior to the time such

representation is first made , a competent and reliable scientific test or
tests or other objective data which substantiate such representation; or
(3) '0/ith respect to respondent Stem , Walters & Simmons , Inc.
respondent possesses and relies upon , prior to the time such representation is first made , a reasonable basis for such representation which

shall consist of an opinion in writing signed by a person qualified by
education and experience to render such an opinion (who , if qualified by
education and experience ,

may be a person retained or employed by
respondent' s client) that a competent and reliable scientific test or tests
or other objective data exist to substantiate such representation;
pT()'uided

that any such opinion also discloses the nature of such test or

tests or other objective data and

provided further

that respondent

nor upon reasonable inquiry
could have known , that such test or tests or other objective data do not
neither knows ,

nor has reason to knO\v ,

in fact substantiate such representation or that any such opinion does

not constitute a reasonable basis for such representation.

It is further ordered That respondents STP Corporation and Stern
Walters & Simmons , Inc. , corporations , and their officers , successors
assigns , agents , representatives , and employees , directly or through
any corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device in connection with
the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of

STP Oil

Treatment , STP Gas Treatment , STP Oil Filters , or any other product
manufactured , sold or ehstributed by STP Corporation the customary
or usual use of which is as an additive to motor oil or gasoline or as an

:)(-;
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oil filter , in or affecting commerce , as " commerce "

is defined in the

Federal Trade Commission Act , do cease and desist from:
1. Advertising by or through the use of

or in conjunction with any

test , experiment , or demonstration or the result thereof, or any other
information or evidence that appears or purports to confirm or prove
or is offered as confirmation ,

evidence , or proof of any fact , product

characteristic or the truth of any representation , which does not

accurately demonstrate , prove or confirm such fact , product characteristic , or representation.
2. Using any

pictorial or other visual means of communication with

or without an accompanying

verbal text which directly

or by

implication creates a misleacling impression in the minds of viewers as
to the true state of material facts which are the subject of said picturcs

or other visual means of communication.
3. :\lisrepresenting in any manner or by any means any characteristic , property, quality, or the result of use of any such product.
It
i8 further ordered That respondents STP Corporation and Stern
Walters & Simmons , Inc. , shall forthwith distribute a copy of this ordcr
to each of their operating divisions and to each of their officers , agents
representatives or employees engaged in the creation or approval of

advertisements.
That respondents STP Corporation and Stern
It
is jiO'ther ordered
Walters & Simmons , Inc. , notify the Commission at least thirty (80)
days prior to any proposed change in said corporate respondent such as
dissolution ,

assignment

, or sale resulting in the emergence of

a

successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any
other change in the corporation which may affect compliance obligations arising out of this oreIer.
is fUTther ordered That respondents STP Corporation and Stern
It
Walters & Simmons , Inc" shall , within sixty (60) days aftcr service of

this order upon them , file with the Commission , in writing, a report

setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have
complied with this order.
Commissioner Hanford dissented on the grounds that the order is too

weak and that STP should bc explicitly required to qualify its future
claims.

('.
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I" THE :VIATTER OF

PARKER ADVERTISI)JG , INC.
CO?\SENT ORDER , ETC. , II\' REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIO
THE FEDERAL TRADE C01IMISSlON ACT
Docket

2,,8

('()IiIIJ/alnl

inn.

1.ri6- Dccii;J(lil . '/1111

Cor. sent order requiring a Palo", Venles PE"ninsula , CCI:if. ,

!J7(j

advertising agency, among

other tr)lng to cease representing that any automobile tire hCls any safety or
e characteristic or is supel'ior in qualit:., or performance to other
perfonr,
tires; a;1(1 making any generalized safety claims . such as " securit:y. " Further
respondent is required to have a " reasonable basis " in substantiation of claims
reganling the safety or performance charac eristics of an:.,,:automobile product.

Appearances
For the Commission:
For the respondent:

Bruce Parker.

Anthony Liebig, Lillick , j1,cHnse

Charles Los

Angeles , Calif.
COl\IPLAI

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal

Trade Commission having reason to believe that Parker Advertising,
Inc. , a corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondent , has violated
the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest

hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Parker Advertising, Inc. is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of California with its principal offices and place of business
located at (j09 Deep Valley Dr. , Palos Verdes Penninsu1a , California.
PAR. 2. Respondent Parker Advertising, Inc. has been , and now is , an
advertising agency of Bridgcstone Tire Company of America , Inc. , and
has prepared and placed for publication advertising material , including
but not limited to the advertising referred to herein .

to promote the

170V steel belted radial tire , an automobile passenger
tire sold and distributed by Bridgestone Tire Company of America , Inc.
r AR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent Parker
Advertising Inc. , has disseminated , and caused the dissemination of
advertisements concerning the aforementioned producl by various

sale of the H.

means in or affecting commerce ,

including but not limited

to

advertisements printed in magazines and newspapers distributed by

and
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the mail

across State lines , and transmitted by television and radio

stations located in various States of the l:nited States and in the

District of Columbia , having" sufficient power to carry such broadcasts
across State lines , for the purpose of inducing and which were likely to
induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of said product.
PAR. 4. Among the advertisements so disseminated or caused

to be

disseminated by respondent is a print advertisement attached as
Bxhibit A.

PAR. 5. Through the use of the aforesaid statements and representa-

tions made in Exhibit

A , respondent represented and is now

representing, rlirectly or by implication , that the RD- J70V steel- belted
radial tire is the best radial tire in America.
PAR. G. At the time respondent made the representation as alleged in
Paragraph Five , respondent did not possess and rely on a reasonable
basis consisting of steel- belted radial tire is superior in terms of overall
performance to all other radial tires in America. Therefore , the making
of said representation as alleged in Paragraph Five constituted , and
nO\v constitutes ,

an unfair and deceptive act or practice in and affecting

commerce.
PAR. 7. Further ,

through the use of the aforesaid statements and

representations made in Exhibit A , respondent represented and is now
representing, directly or by implication , that the RD- 170V steel- belted
radial tire is superior to all other radial tires in America with respect to
the follo\ving characteristics:

1. Puncture

protection;

2. Cornering and stopping; and
:J. Gas mileage.

PAR. 8. Further , through the use of the aforesaid statements and
representations made in Exhibit A respondent represented and is now
representing, directly or by implication , that the RD- I 70V steel- belted

radial tire provides a degree of long- run security and comfort that is
rare in all other radial tires in America.
PAR. 9. At the time respondent made the statements and representaUons as alleged in Paragraphs Seven and Eight , respondent did not
possess and reJy on a reasonable basis consisting of competent scientific

tests for making said statements and representations as herein alleged
constituted , and now constitute , unfair and deceptive acts or practices
in or affecting commerce.
PAR. 10. In the course and conduct of' its aforesaid business , and at all

times mentioned herein , respondent Parker Advertising, Inc. , has been

and no\v is in substantial competition in or affecting commerce with
other advertising agencies.

PAR. 11. The use by respondent of the aforesaid false , misleading,
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deceptive or unfair statements and representations as alleged herein

and the dissemination of the aforesaid unfair or deceptive advertisements , has had , and now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead

members of the consuming public into the purchase of substantial
quantities of the RD- 170V steel- belted radial tire sold and distributed
by Bridgestone Tire Company of America , Inc. Further , as a result
thereof , substantial trade is being unfairly diverted to respondent
Parker Advertising, Inc. , from its competitors.
PAR. 12. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent , as herein
alleged , including the dissemination of unfair or deceptive advertisements , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of
respondent Parker Advertising, lnc.'s competitors , and constituted and
now constitute , unfair and deceptive acts or practices and unfair
methods of competition in or affecting commerce in violation of Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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DECISIO" AKD ORDER
The FeclcJ' al Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practiees of the respondent named in the caption
hereof , and the respondent having been furnished thereafter \vith a
copy of a draft of complaint which the bureau proposed to present to
the Commission for its

consideration and which ,

if issued by the

Commission , would charge respondent with violations of the Federal

Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the
respondent of all the jurisdietional facts set forth in the aforesaid draft
of complaint , a statement that the signing of such agreement is for

settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondent that the law has been vio1atecl as al1eged in such complaint
and \vaivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
violated the said Act , and that complaint shou1d issue stating its

cbarges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and p1aced such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (GO) days , now in further conformity with the
procedure prescriberl in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission

hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings
and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Parker Advertising, Inc. is a corporation , organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the la\vs of the State
of CaJifornia \vith its principal offices and place of business located at
G09 Deep Valley Dr. ,

Palos Verdes Peninsula , California.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER

oJ'de/'
That respondent Parker Advertising, Inc. , a corporation , its successors and assigns , officers , representatives , agents
It

is

employees , directly through any corporate or other device , in connec
tion with the advertising, offering for sale ,

sale or distribution of any

product in or affecting commerce as n commerce "
Federal Trade Commission Act ,

is defined in the

do forthwith cease and desist from:

PARKEr, AlJVERTISI);G. INC.
Decision and Onle)'

(ji"

1. Representing,

directly or by implication , that any automobile tire

has any safety or performance characteristic or is superior in quality or
performance to other tires , either overall or with respect to any such
characteristic , unless at the time such representation is first disseminated respondent has a reasonable basis for such representation based
on competent scientific tests in the possession of respondent or its
client , and respondent has relied upon such tests.
PTO'vided , furthernWTe That with respect to any representation concerning the safety of

automobile tires \vhich representation is not expressly limited to a
specific safety charactcristic(s), the basis for such a representation
shall include , at the minimum , tests for the following characteristics: (a)
stopping; (h) cornering; (c) puncturc protection; and (d) high speecl

performance.
2. Failing to maintain in conjunction with Paragraph

One of this

order , all test results , data , and information which come into its
possession and which constitute a basis for said representation , all of
which shall be available in written form for inspection , upon reasonable
notice , for at

least three years following

the final use of tbe

representation.
3. Making any representation , directly or by implication , regarding
the safety or performance characteristics of any automotive product

unless at the time such representation is first disseminated respondent
has a reasonable basis for such representation in the possession of

respondent or its chent , and respondent has relied upon such basis.
Provided ,

however

That with respect to automobile tires ,

the only

reasonable basis for such a representation shall be competent scientific
tests as specified in Paragraph One of this order.
4. Faihng to provide for the maintenance of ,

in conjunction with

Paragraph Three of this order , all test results , data , and information
which come into its possession and which constitute a basis for said
representation , all of which shal1 be available in written form for
inspection , upon reasonable notice , for at least three years following the
final use of the representation.

It
;s jilrther ordaed That for the purpose of Paragraph One of Part I
of this order:
1. A claim of " security " sha1l be construed as a safety claim in
connection with automobile tires.

2. A representation

as to the quaJity or performance characteristics

of any automobile tire implies that it is superior in quality or

perfo ;mance to any other automobile tire or all other automobile tires
if it is

phrased in the comparative or superlative degree , or if any
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advertising contained such representation conveys a net impression of

comparative superiority.

It

18

fUi'ther ordel'

That respondent Parker Advertising, Inc. , shal1

forthwith deliver a copy of this order to each of its operating divisions.
It
is fUi' the)' o)'de/'ed
That respondent notify the Commission at least

thirty (:30) days prior to any proposed change such as dissolution

assignment , or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor
corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other
change in the corporation that may affect the compliance obligations
arising out of the order,
It is ji,rther ordered

That respondcnt shall ,

within sixty (GO) days

after service upon it of this order , file with the Commission a report , in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form
in
\vhich it has
complied w' ith the order to cease and desist.

KOSCOT INTERPLANETARY ,

I:\C.

, ET AL.

Modifying Order

IN THE MATTER OF

KOSCOT INTERPLANETARY , INC. , ET AL.
:\10DIFYING ORDER , ETC. , U\" REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIOK
OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIOI' ACT AND SEC. 2 OF TICLA YTO:\ ACT

Dockel d88S. Deci. iv)l ,

VOC.
i

19iij- ModifijllJ

O)'cla Jan. I.

197IJ

Oreler modifying an earlier order dated No\' . 18 , 1975 40 F. R. G0044 , So F. C. 1106 ,
by deleting Paragraph VI requiring KOSl:ot Interplanetary, Inc. to deliver copies

franchisees , and distributors of their
products and services; and requiring respondent to secure signed statements
of Section II of order to salespersons ,

acknowledging each party

s receipt of said copies

Appearances
and

David

D.

Keehn.

For the Commission:

Quent?:n P. 2\IcColrrin

For the respondents:

Kwrcneth lvI. Robinson Washington , D.

ORDER MODIFYIKG FI"AL ORDER

Respondent Koscot Interplanetary, Inc. has petitioned for reconsideration of the Commission

ovember 18 , 1975. Respondeleted. This paragrapb requires

s order issued

dent asks that Paragraph VI be

circulation of certain portions of the order to those who undertake to
distribute respondent' s cosmetics. Complaint

petition ,

counsel oppose the

arguing that counsel for respondent in the administrative

proceeding before the Commission had full opportunity to object to
Paragraph VI , but instead indicated to the Commission at oral

argument that he had no objection to those portions of the administra-

tive law judge s order not dealing with restitution.
Ordinarily the Commission wil not reconsider an issue where there

has previously been an opportunity for the issue to be argued before

the Commission (Rules of Practice , Section 3. 55). However , the
Commission may modify its order in appropriate circumstances

(Section 3. 72). Given the circumstances recited in petitioner s letter we

will grant the request that Paragraph VI of the order of November 18
1975 , he deleted as to petitioner Koscot Interplanetary, Inc.

Respondent has also expressed uncertainty as to the meaning of
Paragraph VII of the order. This is a standard reporting provision
included in all Commission orders. I t merely requires that the
Commission be informed of any change in the corporation \vhich might
affect its compliance with an order. Such changes might include

dissolution or sale to a new owner. At such time as the order in this
matter becomes final , staff of the Commission in charge of compliance

FEDEIlAL TIlADE CONUllSSIO/\ DECISIONS
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respondent to interpret the foregoing or any other

paragraph of the order , as it applies to respondent' s current operations.

Therefore
It

is

ol'dered

That Paragraph VI of the Commission s order of

).ovember 18 1975 ,

in this matter shall be , and it hereby is. stricken as

to respondent Koscot Interplanetary, Inc.

A SOLOFF

&c. SON ,

I:\C.

, ET AI.

Complaint

I" THE MATTER OF

SOLOFF & SON ,

I)/C.

, ET AL.

T ORDER ETC. , lr-" REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIO
THE FEDERAL TRADE CO:VIMISSION AND WOOL PRODUCTS

CO:KSE

LABELI G ACTS
Doc/"- r: C- ;277.1.

JaIl. 1. , 1.176- J)eci.

C(Jliipln.0i1

i(m ,

Jan.

z.n6

Consent order l" equiring a Fall River , Mass. , manufacturer of woolen apparel , among
other things to ('ease misbranding and mislabeling the fiber content of its woolen

products.

Appearances
For the Commission:

James

For the respondents:

Paul

S.
S.

ParkeI'.

Horvitz , HO?lJitz

Horvitz Fall River

Mass.
CmlPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 ,

and by virtue of the authority
vested in it by said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason
to believe that A. Soloff & Son , Inc. , a corporation , and Merril Leviss
individually and as an officer of said corporation , hereinafter referred
to as respondents , have violated the provisions of said Acts and the
rules and regulations promulgated under the Wool Products Labeling
Act of 1939 , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it

in respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its
complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:

A. Soloff & Son , Inc. is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts , with its office and principal
place of business located at I Ace St. , Fall River , Massachusetts.
Individual respondent Merril Leviss is an officer of the corporate
respondent. He formulates , directs and controls the acts , practices and
policies of the corporate respondent , including the acts and practices
PARAGRAPH L Respondent

hereinafter set forth.
Respondents arc engaged in the manufacture and sale of wool

products including but not limited to men s and children s outerwear.
PAR. 2. Respondents ,

no\V and for some time last past ,

have

manufactured for introduction into commerce , introduced into com-

merce , sold , transported , distributed , delivered for shipment , shipped
and offered for sale in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Wool

FEDERAL TRADE COj\IMISSION DECISIONS
ision and Order
Products Labeling Act of 1939 ,

R7 FTC.

wool products as " wool product "

is

defined therein.

PAR. 8. Certain of said wool products were misbranded by the
meaning of Section 4(a)(I) of the

respondents within the intent and

Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and tbe rules and regulations
promulgated thereunder , in that they were falsely and deceptively
stamped , tagged , labeled , or otherwise identified with respect to the
character and amount of the constituent fibers contained therein.
Among such misbranded wool products , but not limited thereto , were
men s and children s outerwear which were stamped , tagged , labeled , or
otherwise identified as containing
800/0
Wool , 20% Polyester " whereas
in truth and in fact , such wool products contained substantially

different fibers and amounts of fibers than as represented.
PAR. 4. Certain of said wool products were further misbranded by
respondents in that they were not stamped , tagged , labeled , or

otherwise identified as required under the provisions of Section 4(a)(2)

of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and in the manner and form
as prescribed by the rules and regulations promulgated under said Act.
Among such misbranded wool products , but not limited thereto , were
men s and children s outenvear which failed to have labels on or affixed

thereto showing the percentage of the total fiber weight of the said
wool product , exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding 5 per centum of

said total fiber weight of (I) wool fibers; (2) reprocessed wool; (3)
reused wool; (4) each fiber other than wool when said percentage by

weight of such fiber was five per centum or more; and (5)

the

aggregate of all other fibers.
PAR. 5. The ads and practices of the respondents as set forth above

were , and are , in violation of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 19:9
and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder , and constituted
and now constitute , unfair methoris of competition and unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce , within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISJO" A:-D ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
named in the caption

certain acts and practices of the respondents

hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of draft of eomplaint which the Boston Regional Office proposed
to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued
by the Commission \\;ould charge respondents with violation of the
Federal Trade Commission Act and the Wool Products Labeling Act of
1939; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter

A. SOLOFF & SON ,

INC. ,

ET AL.

Decision and Order

executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the

respondents of all the jurisdietional facts sct forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for

settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission

by

respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint

and waivers and other provisions
Rules; and

as required by the Commission

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have
violated thc said Acts , and tbat complaint should issue stating its

charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of the Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings
and enters the following order:

1. Respondent A.

Soloff & Son ,

Inc. is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts , with its principal offke and place of
business located at I Ace St. , Fall River , Massaehusetts.
Respondent Merril Leviss is an officer of said corporation. He

formulates , directs and controls the policies , acts and practices of said
corporation , including the acts and practices hereinafter set forth. His
address is the same as that of said corporation.
Respondents are engaged in the manufacture and sale of wool

products including but not limited to men s and children s outerwear.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordaed

That respondents A. Soloff & Son ,

its successors and assigns and

its officers ,

Inc. , a corporation

and Merril Leviss

individually and as an officer of said corporation , and respondents

representatives , agents and employees , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with the
manufacture for introduction into commerce , introduction into commerce , or the offering for sale , sale , transportation , distribution

delivery for shipment , or shipment , in commerce , of wool products , as
commerce " and " wo01 product "
Labeling Act of

are defined in the Wool Products

1939 , do forthwith cease and desist from misbranding

such products by:

FJ-DJ-I(AL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS
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Falsely, and deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling, or otherwise

identifying such products.
2. Failing to securely affix to , or place on ,

each such product a

stamp, tag, label , or other means of identification showing in a clear and
conspicuous manner each element of information required to be

disclosed by Section 4(a)(2) of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.
It is further ordered That respondents deliver a copy of' this order to
cease and desist to each of its operating divisions.
It

is

jlirther ordered

That respondents notify the Commission at

least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent , such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect

compliance obligations arising out of the order.

It is further ordered That the individua1 respondent named herein
prompt1y notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present
business or employment and of his affiliation with a new business or
employment. Such notice shall include the respondent' s current
business address and a statement as to the nature of the business or
employment in \vhich he is engaged as we1l as a description of his duties
and responsibilities.
it is j?/'rther ordered That the respondents herein shall , within sixty

(60) days after service upon them of this order ,

file with the

Commission a report in \vriting setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which they have complied \vith this order.

CIRCULATIOl' m;ILDERS

!l'C

1'1' AL.

CompJaint

I" THE MATTER OF

CIRCULATIO BUILDERS , I
TIA
Pl:BLISHERS
SERVICE COMPAKY OF CALIFOR
, ET AL.
COr-SENT ORDER , ETC. , r:- REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIOK ACT
Docket gOO;.- Complainl ,

J(I1-

1.'7;3- Decis)rJi ,

Jan. U, 1976

Consent order requiring a Sausalito , CaliL , company engagt'd in door- ta- door sales of
books and periodicals , among other things to l:ease misrepresenting and failing to

disclose material feleb in soliciting people for employment as sales agents: failing
to obtain all required licenses or other permits prior to doing business in any

jurisdiction; misrepresenting and failing to disclose

material facts in seUing

subscriptions for magazines , books or other publications which respondents have
no authority to sell or which rf'gpondents cannot cause to be delivered.

Respondents are further required to make full refunds to all consumers who
have rlealt with them since .Jan. 1 , 1 J74.

Appeara'/u:es

Panl n, llodge,

For the Commission:

Ralph E, Stone

For the respondents:

Stephen M, Koolpe :vill VaHey, Calif.

and

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission having reason to believe that Circulation Builders
Inc. , a corporation , doing business as Publishers Service Company of
California and Harold ,I, Gutknecht and Gerald Gutknecht , individually
and as officers of said corporation , hereinafter sometimes referred to

as respondents , have violated the provisions of said Act , and it
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its
charges

in

that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Circulation Builders , Inc. , doing business

as Publishers Service Company of California , is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of California , with its principal office and place of business
located at 691 Bridgeway, Sausalito , California,
1\espondent Gerald Gutknecht is an individual and an offcer of the
corporate respondent. He formulates , directs and controls the acts and
practices of the corporate respondent including the acts and practices
hereinafter set fort.h. His address is the same as that of the corporate
respondent.

" "
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Respondent Harold J. Gutknecht is an individual and was an officer
ofthe corporate respondent. He formulated , directed and control1ed the
acts and practices of the corporate respondent including the acts and
practices hereinafter set forth. His address is 689 Bridgeway, Sausalito
California,
PAR. 2. Hespondents are now , and for some time last past have been
engaged in the sale of magazine subscriptions and other publications to
the purchasing public by either of two methods which are commonly
referred to as " cash subscription " and " two- payment."

Respondents enter into business arrangements with certain magapublishers or distributors of

zine subscription clearing companies ,

magazines and other publications whereby the magazine subscription
clearing companies , publishers or distributors agree to accept and fill

publications sold by
respondents. The magazine subscription clearing companies , publishers
or distributors generally require that the magazines or other publications be sold for a designated amount and that respondents forward an
orders for designated magazines or other

agreed upon amount to the magazine subscription clearing companies

publishers or distributors thereof.
Pursuant to such arrangements the respondents are now , and for
some time last past have been engaged in the solicitation and selling of

magazine subscriptions to the purchasing public.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business of selling
magazine subscriptions pursuant to subscription contracts , as aforesaid

respondents have entered into contractual arrangements with magazine subscription clearing companies , publishers , or distributors of

magazines whereby respondents arc authorized to sell certain magazine
subscriptions at designated selling prices and to pay designated
amounts to said magazine subscription clearing companies , publishers
or distributors as payment for said subscriptions. Respondents are

thereby given authority to sell subscriptions to some but not all
magazines and other publications.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business , as aforesaid
respondents enter , and have entered , into agreements with individua1s
known as " crew managers or chiefs " herein " crew- chiefs " who in turn
employ or hire " sales agents solicitors " or other representatives to

sell said magazines.
Acting through their said crew chiefs and solicitors , respondents
place into operation and , through various direct and indirect means and
devices , control , direct , supervise , recommend and othenvise implement sale methods whereby members of the general public are
contacted by door- to- door

solicitations , and by means of statements

representations , acts and practices as hereinafter set forth , are induced

CIRCULATION RUILDEHS . INC. ET At.

H:3

Complaint

:0 sign subscription contracts with respondents which provide for the
Jurchase of magazines or other publications and payment therefore
lsually on a cash or two- payment basis.
Respondents also provide crew chiefs \vith credentials , sales contract
forms , magazine lists and other printed materials some of which bear
the name and address of the corporate respondents. Said printed
materials are placed in the hands of respondents ' sales solicitors for use
in the solicitation of magazine subscriptions.

The subscription contracts ,

when signed by the subscriber , are

thereafter returned by the sales solicitor and the crew chief to the
respondents who place subscription orders with the appropriate
magazine subscription clearing company, publisher and distributor for
magazines and other publications respondents are authorized to sell.

In the manner aforesaid , respondents , directly or indirectly, through
said crew chiefs control , furnish the means , instrumentalities , services
and facilities for , condone , approve and accept the pecuniary benefits

flowing from the acts , practices and policies hereinafter set forth , of
said crew chiefs and sales solicitors , hereinafter collectively referred to

as respondents ' representatives or solicitors.
PAR. 5. I n the course and conduct of their business and in the manner
aforesaid , respondents through their representatives or solicitors , who

travel from one area to another , solicit subscriptions for magazines in
various States of the United States. Respondents transmit and receive
in commerce the aforementioned printed materials used in the

solicitation ancl sale of magazine subscriptions. The subscription
contracts and money are sent by said representatives or solicitors from
various States to respondents ' place of business in the State of

California and then fOl'varded by respondents to various magazine

publishers or distributors , many of
whom are located in States other than the State of California.
Respondents thereby maintain , and at all times mentioned herein have
maintained , a substantial course of trade in the sale of magazine
subscriptions in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal

subscription clearing companies ,

Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 6. Respondents , in the course and conduct of their business as

aforesaid , have disseminated , and now disseminate or cause to be
disseminated , classified advertisements in newspapers of general amI
interstatc circulation and in newspapers throughout the United States
and have made statements and representations respecting pay and
\vorking conditions , designed and intended to induce individuals to
apply as representatives or solicitors to sell magazine subscriptions on
the behalf of respondents.

FEDERAL TRADE CmlMISSION DECISIOl'S
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Among and typical of such statements but not al1 inclusive thereof
are the fol1owing:
ATTE TION . GALS

TRA VEL

'"AT PERSONS OVER 17 TO PL\CE IN NATIONAL TRAVEL
FOR SEVERA
HAVE
OPENNG
PROGRAM IN PL'BLISHl?\G COMPANY. No EXPERIENCE OR EDUCATJO:-AL REQUIREMENTS. ALL
EXPENSES PAID Dl:RT!G TRNL'' G PROGRAM. TRANSPORTATlO?\ FURNISHED. CASJ.AL
CONDITIONS AND HIGH PAY. MCST BE ABLE TO LEAVE AT Or-' CE FOR TRAVEL THROUGHOUT
HAWAII AND ?cERTO RICO. FOR 1 'TRV1EW , APPLY TO MR.
THE COr-,n-' ENTAL U. S.
SANCHO , DOW1lOWN HOLIDAY INN , 10:00 A. M. UNIL 5;00 P. M. FRIDAY ONLY , OR CALL

422-11 \,

In the aforesaid manner , the respondents have represented , and are
now representing, directly or by implication , that:
1. Persons who answer respondents '

advertisements and who

become representatives or solicitors for respondents wil travel on a
planned itinerary to various large cities and resort areas throughout
the United States and its territories,
2. Respondents wil pay the expenses of persons who answer

respondents ' advertisements and who become representatives or
solicitors for respondents.
3. All persons who ans\ver respondents '

advertisements and who

become representatives or solicitors for respondents have the potentiality and reasonable expectancy of receiving large profits or earnings.
4. Persons who answer respondents '

advertisements and

who

become representatives or solicitors for respondents wil be working
for a publishing company,
PAR, 7, In truth and in fact:

1. Persons who answer respondents '

advertisements and

who

become representatives or solicitors for respondents do not travel on a
planned itinerary to various large cities and resort areas throughout
the United States and its territories.
2. Respondents do not pay the expenses of persons who answer
respondents ' advertisements and who become representatives or
solicitors for respondents.
3. An persons who ans\ver respondents ' advertisements and who
become representatives or solicitors for respondents do not have the
potentiality and reasonable expectancy of receiving large profits or
earnings.
4. Persons who answer respondents advertisements and who

become representatives or solicitors for

respondents wil not be

working for a publishing company.
Therefore , the statements and representations as set forth in
Paragraph Six hereof were , and are , false , misleading and deceptive.

CilCCLATIO" BUILDERS , INC. J-T AL.
Complaint

PAR. 8. I n the course and conduct of their aforesaid business , and for
the purpose of inducing the purchase of their magazine subscriptions

respondents and respondents ' representatives or solicitors have

represented , and now represent , directly or by implication , that:
1. Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are authorized to sell
subscriptions for and are able to deliver or cause the delivery of all
magazines for which they sell subscriptions and accept payments.

2. Respondents '

representatives or solicitors are participants in a

contest" working for prizes and awards and are not solicitors working

for money compensation.
3. Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are employed by or for
the benefit of a charitable or non- profit

organization,
4. Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are college students
working their way through school.
5. Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are " bonded" and that
such " bonding " insures their honesty and integrity.
6. Respondent has a legal arrangement with an independent third
party which insures the placement and fulfilment of each and every

magazine subscription order.
7. Respondents guarantee the delivery of magazines for which they
sell subscriptions and accept payments.
8. The money paid by the subscriber to the respondents ' represent-

ative or solicitor at the time of the sale

is the total cost of the

subscription.
PAR. 9, In truth and in fact:

1. Respondents are not authorized to sell subscriptions for and are
not able to deliver or to cause the delivery of all magazines for which

their representatives or solicitors sell subscription:3 and accept
payments. In many instances , respondents ' representatives or solicitors
sell subscriptions for magazines which respondents are not authorized

by the publisher or distributor thereof to sell , and consequently,
respondents are unable to deliver or to cause the delivery of these
magazines , for which they have accepted payments from subscribers.
2. Respondents ' representatives or

solicitors work for money

compensation and are not participants in a " contest" working for prizes

and awards. The use by respondents and their representatives or
solicitors of credentials and promotional

materials identifying such

representatives or solicitors as participants in a contest is a spurious

device which enables their representatives or solicitors to utilize a
personal sympathy appeal in the sale of subscriptions.
3. Respondents '

representatives or solicitors are not employed by
organizations.
4. To the contrary in a substantial number of instances , respon-

or for the benefit of charitable or non- profit
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dents ' representative8 or solicitors are not college students working
their way through college.
S. Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are not " bonded " and
there i8 no assurance for their honesty and integrity.
6. Respondents do not have a legal arrangement with an independent third party \vhich insures the placement and fulfillment of each and

every magazine subscription order.
7. Respondents do not guarantee the delivery of magazines for

\v hich they sell subscriptions and accept payments and , once the order

is submitted to the magazine subscription clearing company, publisher
or distributor , no consistent effort is made by respondents to insure
such delivery.
8. In a substantial number of instances , the money paid by the
subscriber to the respondents ' representatives or solicitors at the time

of the sale is not the total cost of the subscription. The subscriber is
required to pay an additional sum of m oney before his subscription will
be entered as ordered.

Therefore ,

the representations , act8 and practices as set forth in

Paragraph Eight hereof , were , and are , unfair practices and are false
misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 10. In the further course and conduct of their business as

aforesaid , where respondents have received payment for subscriptions
to magazines they are not authorized to sell and are not able to deliver
or cause to be delivered , they have also ,

in a substantial number of

instances:
1. Failed to notify 8ubscribers ,

after subscription orders have been

received at their principal office and place of business , that said

magazines cannot be delivered.
2. Required purchasers to subscribe to substitute magazines

without offering them the option to receive a full refund of the money
paid for the initial subscription.
3. Failed to refund to subscribers the money they have paid for
subscriptions to such magazines.
4. Failed to answer , or to answer promptly,

inquiries by or on

behalf of subscribers concerning non- delivery of such magazines.

Therefore ,

the aforesaid acts and practiLes were ,

and are ,

unfair

practices and are false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 11. In the further course and conduct of their business as

afore8aid , where respondents have received payment for subscrjptions

to magazinc8 they are in fact authorized to sell and are able to deliver
or cause to be deliv(-:red , they have , in many instances , failed to deliver
or cause to be delivered such magazines within a reasonable period of
time.
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Therefore ,

the aforesaid acts and practices were ,

practices and are false , misleading and deceptive.

and are , unfair

PAR. 12, In the further course and conduct of their business as

aforesaid , in instances where the respondents ' representatives or
solicitors have appropriated money paid by subscribers to their own
use , respondents have either failed to refund to subscribers the money
said subscribers have paid for subscriptions to magazines or have failed
to enter the subscription as ordered by said subscribers.
Therefore , the aforesaid acts and practices were , and are , unfair
practices and are false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 13. In the further

Cllurse and conduct of their business as

aforesaid , respondents , through their representatives and solicitors
have misrepresented , and are no\\' misrepresenting, the cost , number of

issues and duration of magazine subscriptions.

Therefore , the aforesaid acts and pracUces \..' ere , and are , unfair
practices and are false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR, 14, By and through the use of the aforesaid acts and practices

respondents place in the hands of the crew chiefs ,

sales agents

representatives and others the means and instrumentalities by and

through which they may mislead and deceive the public in the manner
and as to the things hereinabove alleged.
PAR. 15. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading,

deceptive and unfair representations , acts and practices has had , and
now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said
statements and representations were ,
purchase of a

and are , true and into the

substantial number of magazine subscriptions from

respondents.
PAR. 16. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein
alleged , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and
constituted , and now constitute , unfair and deceptive acts and practices
in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having issued its complaint in this proceeding on
charging respondents named in the caption hereof with

January 7 1975 ,

violations of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The Commission having withdrawn the matter from adjudication for
the purpose of negotiating a settlement by the entry of a consent order;
and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having executed an
agreement containing a consent order , an admission by respondents of
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all jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid complaint , and waivers
and other provisions as required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having considered the agreement and having
accepted same , and the agreement containing consent order having
thereupon been placed on the public record for a period of sixty (60)
days nO\\I in further conformity with the procedure prescribed in
Section 2. a4 of its Rules , the Commission makes the following
jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:
1. The agreement herein , by and between Circulation Builders , Inc.
a corporation ,

d/b/a Publishers Service Company of California by its
and Harold J, Gutknecht and Gerald Gutknecht

duly authorized offcer ,

individually and as officers of said corporation , respondents in a

proceeding initiated by the Federal Trade Commission through the
issuance of its complaint on January 7 , 1975 , and their attorney, and
counsel for the Federal Trade Commission , is entered into in
accordance with the Commission s Ru1e governing consent order

procedure.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent and the proceeding is

in the public interest.
ORDER

ordwred That respondents Circulation Builder , Inc. , a corporation , doing business as Publishers Service Company of California , or
It

is

under any other name or names ,

its successors and assigns , and its

officers , and Harold J, Gutknecht and Gerald Gutknecht , individually
and as officers of said corporation , and respondents ' agents , independent contractors , representatives , crew managers , solicitors and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other
device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or
distribution of magazines , magazine subscriptions , books , or other

solicitors or salesmen for said
products in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , do forthwith cease and

products; or in the recruitment of

desist from:
1. Representing,

directly or indirectly, whether orally, visually, or

in writing, to solicitors or representatives or prospective solicitors

or

representatives of said products that:
\\ril
travel on a planned itinerary to various large cities and
(a) They
resort areas throughout the United States and its territories; or

misrepresenting in any manner ,

the travel opportunities to their

representatives or solicitors.

(b) Respondents will pay all ,

or any part of the expenses of such

:.y
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solicitors except during a limited training period; or misrepresenting, in
any manner , the terms or conditions of employment as a representative
or solicitor for respondents.

(c) They wil have high earnings or earnings of any stated gross
amount; or representing in any manner , the past earnings of
respondents ' representatives or solicitors , unless in fact the past
earnings represented have actually been received by more than 90
percent of respondents ' representatives or solicitors and accurately

ref1ect the average earnings of such representatives or solicitors.
Cd) They wjl serve in any capacity other than as magazine , book or
other publication subscription solicitors selling magazines ,

books ,

or

other publications on a door- to- door

basis; or misrepresenting in any
manner , the terms , conditions , or nature of such employment , or the

manner or amount of payment for such employment.
2. Failing clearly and unqualifiedly, to reveal during the course of
any contact or solicitation of any prospective employee , sales agent or
representative , whether directly or indirectly. or by written or printed
communications , or by newspaper or periodical advertising, or personto- person , that such prospective employee , sales agent or representa-

tive will be employed to solicit the sale of magazine , book or other
publication subscriptions.
B. Failing to immediately provide any

representative or soljcitor

\vho has been employed for longer than two weeks and who has given

either oral or written notice

of termination of employment to
respondents with the funds necessary to pay for adequate travel

expenses to return to the geographical location where said representa-

tive or soJicitor \vas initially solicited for employment by respondents.
4. Failing to keep weekly financial records of income earned and
expenses incurred by each representative or solicitor of respondents.
5. Fai1ing to provide each representative or solicitor with a weekly
itemized written financial statement of his or her income earned and
expenses incurred.
G. Failing to remit weekly to representatives and solicitors monies
earned by said representatives and solicitors.
7. Failing to obtain

all required licenses or other permits prior to

doing business in any jurisdiction.

S, Failing to immediately post bail , pay any fines , attorney s fees , or
court costs imposed on any representative or solicitor of respondent as
a result of respondents ' failure to comply with the provisions of
Paragraph 7 above.

9. Soliciting or accepting subscriptions for magazines , books or

other publications which respondents have no authority to sell or \vhich

respondents cannot promptly deliver or cause to be delivered.
211- 969 o-
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10. Representing, directly or by implication , orally, visually, or in
writing, that:
(a) Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are participants in a
contest working for prize awards; or are not solicitors working for
money compensation; or misrepresenting, in any manner , the status of
their sales agents or representatives or the manner or amount of
compensation they receive;
(b) Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are employed by or for
the benefit of any charitable or non- profit organization; or misrepresenting in any manner , the identity of the solicitor or of his firm or the

business that they are engaged in;

(c) Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are college students
working their way through schoo!;
(d) Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are participating in any
educational program or that they are

competing for educational or

trade school awards or scholarships;

(e) Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are veterans; or that
Lhe sale of magazines , books or other publications is or wil be beneficial
to veterans or vderan s organizations;
(f) Respondents ' sales agents or representatives have been or are
bonded , or making any reference to bonding, unless such sales agents
or representatives have been bonded by a recognized bonding agency,

and any payments made pursuant to such bonding arrangement would
accrue directly to the benefit of subscribers ordering subscriptions

from respondents ' representatives or solicitors; or misrepresenting,
any manner , the nature , terms or conditions of any such bond;
(g) Respondents have a legal arrangement with any independent
third party which insures the placement and fulfillment of each and
every magazine , book or other publication subscription order; or

misrepresenting, in any manner , the nature , terms and conditions of
any such arrangement;
(h) Respondents guarantee the delivery of magazines , books or other
publications for which they sell subscriptions and accept payments
without clearly and conspicuously disclosing the terms and conditions

of any such guarantee; or misrepresenting, in any manner , the terms
and conditions of an:y guarantee; and

(i) The money paid by a subscriber to the respondents ' representa-

tive or solicitor at the time of the sale

is the total cost of the

subscription in instances where the subscriber wil be required to remit
an additional amount in order to receive the subscription as ordered.
11.

Utilizing any sympathy

appeal to induce the purchase of

subscriptions , inc1uding but not bmiled to: ilness , disease , handicap,
race , financial need , eligibility for benefit offered by respondents , or
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other personal status of the solicitor , past , present or future; or
representing that earnings from subscription sales wil benefit certain
groups of persons such as students or the underprivileged , or \vil help
charitable or civic groups , organizations or institutions.

12. Failing clearly and conspicuously without any qualification
orally and in writing, to reveal at the outset of any contact or

solicitation of a purchaser or prospective purchaser , whether directly
or indirectly, or by written or printed communications , or person- toperson , that the purpose of such contact or solicitation is to sell
products or services as the case may be , which shan be identified \vith
particularity at the time of such contact or solicitation.
1:J, Failing within thirty (30) days from the sale of any suhscription
to notify a subscriber of respondents ' inability to place all or part of a
subscription and to deliver each of the magazines , books or other

publications of other publications subscribed for; and to offer each such
subscriber the option to receive a full refund of the money' paid for such

subscription or part thereof which respondents are unable to deliver or
to substitute other publications in lieu thereof
14. Failing within ten (0) days from the receipt of notification of a

subscriber s election to receive a refund as provided in Paragraph l:i
hereof , to make the required refund or to enter the subscription with
publishers , as elected by the subscriber,
15. Failing to answer and to answer promptly, inquiries by or on
behalf of subscribers regarding subscriptions placed with respondents.

16. Failing to arrange for the delivery of publications already paid
for or promptly refunding money on a pro rata basis for all undelivered
issues of publications for which payment has been made in advance.
17, Failing within twenty-one (21) days from the date of the receipt
of the final payment to enter subscriptions for each magazine , book , or
other publication \vith publishers which respondents are authorized by
the publisher or distributor thereof to selL

18. Failing to give clear and conspicuous oral and written notice to

each subscriber that upon \vritten request said subscriber \\'1l be
entitled to a refund of all monies paid if he does not receive the

magazine , book or other publication subscribed for within 120 days of
the receipt of the final payment.
19. Failing within ten (10) days from receipt of written request for

a refund by any subscriber to refund all monies to subscribers who
have not received magazines , books or other pubJications subscribed for
through respondents within

120

days from the date of receipt of the

final payment thereof
20. Failing to refund to subscribers the
have paid for subscriptions to magazines ,

money said subscribers

books or other publications
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, at the election of the subscriber , to enter the subscription as

originally ordered in instances where the respondents ' representatives
or solicitors have appropriated such money to their own use and have
failed to enter the subscriptions as ordered by said subscribers , within
fourteen (14) days of notice to respondents thereof.
21. Failing to furnish each subscriber at the lime of sale of any

subscription a duplicate original of the contract , order or receipt form

signed by the customer shO\ving the date and the name and street

address of the sales representative or solicitor ,

together \vith the

respondent corporation s name , street address and telephone number

and showing on the same sic1e of the page , the exact number and
name(s) of the pub1ications being subscribed for , the number of issues

and duration of each subscription and the total price for each and all
such publications.
22. :YIisrepresenting the number ano name(s) of publications being
subscribeo for , the number of issues and duration of each subscription
and the total price for each and all publications.
23. Furnishing, or otherwise placing in the hands of others ,

the

means or instrumentalities by or through which the public may be
misled or deceived in the manner or as to the things prohibited by this
Order,
His further ordered That respondents do forthwith cease and desist
from:
1. Failng to furnish a subscriber , hereinafter referred to as

buyer "

with a fully completed

receipt or copy of any

contract

pertaining to any sale totaling any rlollar amount at the time of its

Spanish , as that
execution , which is in the same language
principally used in the oral sales presentation and which shO\\'s the date

of the transaction and contains the name and street address of the
corporate respondent , and in immediate proximity to the space

reserved in the contract for the signature of the buyer or on the front
page of the receipt if a contract is not used and in b01clface type of a
minimum size of 10 points , a statement in substantially the following
form: YOl\ THE BUYER , YJA Y CANCEL THIS TRAr-' SACTION AT A;.Y TIME
1ID IGHT OF THE THIRD BUSINESS DAY AFTER THE DATE OF
THIS TRANSACTlO . SEE THE ATTACHED KOTICE OF CAKCELLATIO
FORM FOR AK EXPLANATION OF THIS RIGHT.

PRIOH TO

2. Failing to

furnish each buyer ,

at the time he or she signs the

door- to- door sales contract totaling any dollar amount or otherwise
agrees to buy consumer goods or services totaling any dollar amount
from the respondents , a completed form in duplicate , captioned
OTICE OF CA!\"CELLATION

" which shall be attached to the contract or
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receipt and easily detachable ,

and which shall contain

in

boldface type the follov.,'ing information and statements
language e.g. Spanish , as that used in the contract:

in

ten point
the same

NOTICE OF CAl'CELLATION
enlel' dllie

o( IIYlil

OC/ 10J;

YOU :''1AY CA CEL THIS TRA SACTiON , WiTHOUT ANY PE;.' ALTY OR
ORLTGATIOX , WITHIN THHEE I3L'SINESS VA YS FROM THE ABOVE DATE
IF VOL' CANCEL Ai\ PAYMENTS :.IADE Ill' YOU CNDER THE CO TRACT
OR SALE A)JD ANY NEGOTIABLE INSTHC;,lE T EXECUTED BY YOl: WILL
BE HETCH:-ED WITH 1;- 10 BUSINESS DAYS FOLLOWING HECEIPT ny THE
SELLER OF YOLR CAl'CELLATION NOTICE , AND ANY SEC\;RITY INTEREST ARISING OUT OF THE TRANSACTION WILL BE CACICELLED.

IF YOe CANCEL . YOU MUST MAKE AVAILABLE TO THE SELLER AT YOUR
RESIDEKCE , I SUBSTANTIALLY AS GOOD CO:.DITIO:- AS WHE RECEIVED , ANY GOODS DELIVERED TO YOU Ul'DER THIS COl'TRACT
SALE; OR YOU MAY IF YO\; WISH , CO"PL Y WITH THE Il'STRUCTIONS OF
THE SF:LLEH REGARDING THE RETURN SHIPMF:l'T OF THE GOODS AT THE
SELLEH' S EXPENSE ACID RISK.

IF YOU DO MAKE THE GOODS AVAILABLE TO THE SELLEH AND THE
OT PICK THE."llJP WITH!;\ 20 DAYS OF THE DATE OF YOUR

SELLER DOES

NOTICE OF CANCELLATIO;.' , VOLT lYJA Y RETAIN on DISPOSE OF THE GOODS
WITHOUT AKY FUETHF:R OBLIGATIOl' IF YOG FAIL TO MAKE THE GOODS
A v AILABLE TO THE SELLER , OH II- YO!; AGRFE TO RETURN THE GOODS

TO THE SELLEn AND FAIL TO DO SO , THEN Y01) REMAI); LIABLE FOn
PERFORl\IANCE OF ALL OBLlGATlO?-S UNDER THE CO;-TRACT

IF THE SELLER FAILS TO NOTIFY YOU , WITHIK TEN (10) BCSIl'ESS DAYS

OF RECEIPT OF YOUR NOTICF OF CAl'CELLATION OF THE SELLER'
IKTENT TO REPOSSESS em TO AI3ANDO:- A Y SHIPPED OE DELIVERED
GOODS THEN YOG ARE El'TITLED TO A REFl;ND AND TO RF:TAIN SAID
GOODS.

TO CANCEL THIS TRAKSACTION . :VIAlL OR DELIVER A SIGNED AND DATED
COPY OF THIS CANCF:LLA TION CIOTICE OH ANY OTHER WRITTEN NOTICE
OR SEND A TELEGHAM , TO (Nome of sel/erJ.
AT
iadd)' e.ss of . e/(f'r s place oj
0uslnes.'l KOT LATF:R THAi\ MIDNIGHT OF

rda/e

I HEREBY CANCEL THIS TRANSACTIO::DATE)
(lluiJer s ' .f)wlu)"c)

3. Failing, before furnishing copie8 of the " Notice of Cancellation
to the buyer , to complete both copies by entering the name of the seller
the street address of the corporate respondent' s

place of business , the

date of the transaction , and the dalt:, not earlier than the third business
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day following the date of the transaction , by which the buyer may give
notice of cancellation.

4. Including in any door- ta- door contract or receipt any confession

of judgment or any waiver of any of the rights to which the buyer is
entitled under this order including specifically his or her right to cancel

the sale in accordance with the provisions of this order.
5. Failing

to inform each buyer orally, at the time he or she signs

the contract or purchases the goods or services ,

of his or her right to

cancel.
6, Failng to comply with the terms set forth in the notice in

Paragraph 1 above and in the Notice of Cancellation in Paragraph 2
above and misrepresenting in any manner the buyer s right to canceL
7. Failing or refusing

to honor any valid notice of cancellation by a

buyer and failing within 10 business days after the receipt of such
notice , to (i) refund all payments made under the contract or sale; (ii)
cancel and return any negotiable instrument executed by the buyer in
connection with the contract or sale and take any necessary or

appropriate action to terminate promptly any security interest created
in the transaction; and (iii) allo\"r a buyer to retain any magazine , book

or other publication received by said buyer if respondents have failed
within said ten (10) day period to notify buyer whether respondents
intend to repossess or to abandon any shipped or delivered goods.
8. Negotiating,

transferring, sellng, or assigning any note or other
company or other third party

evidence of indebtedness to a finance

prior to midnight of the fifth business

day following the day the

contract was signed or the goods or services were purchased.
It
is
fu, rther ordered That respondents do forthwith cease and desist
from failing to refund immediately all monies to all persons who
subscribe after the effective date of this order and show that

respondents ' solicitations or performance were attended by or involved
violation of any of the provisions of this order.
It

is

jurther O/'dered That:
Gerald Gutknecht and corporate respondent shall refund within

six (6) months of notification by subscribers , all monies to persons who
have ordered magazines , books or other publications through respondents from January 1 , 1970 to the effective elate of this order and who
have not received said magazines , books or other publications at the
address given by said subscribers or who have received magazines

books or other publications they had not ordered , with no obligation on
the part of any person to return said magazines , books or other
publications not ordered;
pro'Vided , hou;e' ver that those persons who
have ordered magazines , books or other publications 120 days prior to

the effective date of this order shall only be entitled to a refund if they
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have not received said magazines ,

books or other publications at the

address given by said subscribers within 120 days from date of sale or
if they have received magazines , books or other publications which
were not ordered , with no obligation on the part of said person to

return said magazines , books , or other publications not ordered.
2, Gera1d Gutknecht and corporate respondent

shall refund within

six (6) months of notification all monies to persons who have ordered
books or other publications through respondents from

magazines ,
January 1 ,

1970 to January 1 , 1974 and who requested a subscription

cancellation in writing within three business days from sale thereof but
which cancellation notice was not honored by respondents with no
obligation on the part of any person so notified to return any magazine
book or other publication received pursuant to sajd subscription order.
3. Proper notification by subscribers to respondents for refunds as
caHed for in Paragraphs 1 and 2 above shall consist of a written
statement by a suhscriber stating (1) that he or she has fully or

partially paid respondents or respondents ' representatives for magazines , books or other publications; and (2) the date or dates of payment;
and (3)(i) that he or she has not received the magazines , books or other
publications as ordered at the address given by said subscriber or, (ii)
that he or she has received magazines , books or other publications

which were not ordered or , (iii) that he or she had exercised a threebusiness day cancellation and such notification of cancellation was not

honored, The effective date of the notification shall be the date of
mailng or communication and not on the date of receipt. Said written
notification shall be valid if it contains the foregoing information and is
either sent by subscribers directly to respondents or is sent to a third

party and transferred by said third party to respondents, If respondents receive any oral inquiry or notification by any subscriber
concerning any request for a refund , respondents shall inform said

subscriber as to their obligations under Paragraphs 1 and 2 above and
the requirements of this paragraph.
4, For purposes of Paragraphs 1 , 2 and 3 above , Gerald Gutknecht
and corporate respondent , within six (6) months after the effective date
of this order , shaH be obligated to make refunds to subscribers who
have requested refunds prior to the effective date of this order. Any
subscriber who has given notification for refund to respondents after
the effective date of this order shall be entitled to said refund within
six (6) months from the date said notification is mailed or communicated and not on the date of receipt,
5. Gerald Gutknecht and corporate respondent shall refund within
ten (10) days from the effeetive date of this order all monies to persons
\vho have ordered magazines , books or other publications totaling $25

\,.

, (:
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or more through respondents from .January 1 , 1974 to the effective date

of this order and who requested a subscription cancel1ation in \\Titing
within three (3) business days from sale thereof but which cancellation

notice was not honored by respondents with no obligation on the part of
any person so notified to return any magazines , books or other

publications received pursuant to said subscription order.
G. Gerald Gutknecht and corporate respondent shall refund \vithin

six (6) months from the effective elate of this oreler all monies to
persons \vho have ordered magazines ,

books or other publications

totaling less than S25 through respondents from January 1 , 1974 to the

effective date of this order and

\vho requested a subscription

cancel1ation in writing v..dthin three (3) business days from sale thereof

but which cancellation notice was not honored by respondents with no
obligation on the part of any person so notified to return any
magazines , books or other publications received pursuant to said
subscription order.
7. For purposes of complying with the provisions of Paragraphs ;)

and (-j above , Gerald Gutknecht and corporate respondent shaH make

refunds to all subscribers who have given notice of cancellation and/or

requested a refund and respondents have records of said
request within the time period as set forth in

notice or

said paragraphs. If

respondents received any written or oral inquiry or notification by any
subscriber that his or her three day notice of cancelJation had been
exercised and respondents have no record of such cancellation
respondents shall then send by first class mail to said subscriber , the
written notification as set forth below within one (1) month after
receipt of said inquiry or notification, Gerald Gutknecht and corporate
respondent shall send the notification as set forth below and make any
refunds to subscribers who inquired or notified a third party and said
third party transferred said notification or inquiry to respondents.
The notification shall be as follows:
Dear Su hscriber.
This will aCKno\,.

ledge receipt of your inquiry relating to your three- day right of

resci sion. In order that we may propel"y handle this matter , please furnish us with a
rit'.en statement within thirty (30) days of receipt of this letter ;:etting- fort'h the
following: (1) the date of .your purcr:ase ) the dollar amount of your purcha;:e , (;) tht'
date you mailed your notice of cancellation to us , (4) a statement that yuu mailed your
cancellation to us and it was not honored by us. To substantiate an:-. of the ahove , please
send any C()!Jle8 of any relevant documents trJat you n:a). have in your possession.
o you are entitled to a rdu!;d

, your refund \dl be sent to you within six (6) months

from the clatp of receipt of your rcpl:.. to tr, is lptter, if tile total amount 0;. your purchasc
WHS :ess than :525. If . hov.-ever , we did not :'lonor your thrcc da:.. notice of cance;Jatiun and
your pun'hase was $25 or more , then yoU!' refur.cI will be madc within ten (10) days from
date of receipt of yOlll- reply to tbs If'ttel' . If a refund is apprupriate in either of the abo\''

,.
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situations vou wi;; be entitled to the refund and wil be under no obligation to return
magazine , book or other publication received by you pursuant to this purchase.
Yours truly.

any

Circulation Builders , Inc.

d/b/a Publishers Service Company of
California
It

is

fierthe1' ordered That respondents shall maintain at all times in

the future ,

for a period of not less than three (3) years , all consumer

complaints ,

notices of cancellation , and complete business records

relative to the manner and form of their continuing

compliance with

each of the terms and provisions of this order.
It is flirtha ordered That nothing contained in this order shall be
construed in any way to annul , invalidate , repeal , terminate , modify or

exempt respondents from complying with agreements , orders or

directives of any kind obtained by any private party or governmental
agency or body or act as a defense to actions instituted by any private
party or any municipal , State or Federal regulatory agency or
governmental body.

It is further ordered That:

1. Respondents herein deliver , by registered mail , a copy of this
order to each of the present and future officers , employees , crew
managers , crew chiefs , sales agents , solicitors , representatives and
other persons engaged in the sale of said products or services;
2, Respondents provide each person so described in Paragraph 1

above , \vith a form returnable to the respondents clearly stating his

intention to be bound by and to conform his business practices to the
requirements of this order;
:i. Respondents inform each of their present and future officers
employees , crew managers , crew chiefs , sales agents , representatives

and other persons engaged in the sale of respondents ' products or
services that the respondents shan not use any third party, or the
services of any third party if such third party will not agree to so file
notice \vith the respondents and be bound by the provisions of the
order;
4, If such third party

will not agree to so file notice with the

respondents and be bound by provisions of the order , the respondents
shal1 not use such third party, or the services of such third party to

solicit subscriptions;
5. Respondents inform the persons described in Paragraph 1 above
that the respondents are obligated by this ord(:r to discontinue dealing
with those persons who continue on their own the deceptive acts or

practices prohibited by this order;
6. Respondents

institute a program

of continuing surveilance
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adequate to reveal whether the business operations of each said person
describecl in Paragraph 1 above conform to the requirements of this
order; and that
7. Respondents discontinue dealing with the persons so engaged
revealed by the aforesaid program of surveilance , who continue on
their own the deceptive acts or practices prohibited by this oreIer.

It is fl!Jther ordered That the responeIent corporation shall forthwith
distribute a copy of this order to each of its operating divisions.
It

is

further ol'dered

That respondents herein shall notify the

Commission at least thirty (;,0) days prior to any proposed change in
the corporate respondent , such as dissolution ,

assignment or sale

resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which
may affect compliance obligations arising out of this order.
It is further ordered That the individuals named herein promptly

notify the Commission of the discontinuance of their present business
or employment and of their

affiliation with a new business or

employment. Such notice shall include respondents ' current business
address and a st::1tement as to the nature of the business or

employment in which they are engaged as we11
duties and responsibilties.

as a description of their

It i8 fwrUwT ordered That respondent herein shall \vithin sixty (60)

days after service upon it of this order , file with the Commission a
report , in \vriting, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they have complied with this order.

